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Preliminary information
(Throughout this guide you will find mention of the term TAPI – This is an acronym for Telephony Application
Programming Interface. TAPI defines standards for call control and for manipulating call content. The standard
supports connections by individual computers as well as LAN connections.)
Please bear in mind when using this guide that the fully comprehensive product to which it relates can combine 3
distinct yet complementary applications, namely:
•

Power Dialer for GoldMine

•

Tapi Link for GoldMine

•

Call Recorder for GoldMine

®

®

®

For completeness, this guide depicts the visual features and options which are available if you have activated all 3
of the above applications (or if you have an evaluation version of the software).
So although certain context menus and setup dialog boxes depicted herein may appear to be slightly different
visually compared to your own copy of the software, the functionality, configuration, application and usage of
each individual application remains the same and is fully functional in all respects whether you have 1, 2, or all 3
of the optional extras listed above activated.
Should you wish to acquire the extra functionality provided by these additional elements, please contact your
GoldMine Reseller or Papillon Technology by telephone on 01992 560487 (+44 1992 560487) from the US on
+1 (408) 960 1032 or by email to sales@papillontechnology.com
The process is quick and easy, since the functionality of the optional extras is already built into the product and
simply requires activation. (Call Recorder for GoldMine also requires a small hardware unit which Papillon
Technology can supply.)
®

®

Other guides available in this series:
Managers Console Guide
Tapi Link for GoldMine Installation Guide
®

Tapi Link for GoldMine Configuration Guide
®

Call Recorder for GoldMine Installation Guide
®

Call Recorder for GoldMine Configuration Guide
®

Tapi Link for Heat Configuration Manual Addendum
®

Tapi Link for GoldMine with Heat Configuration Manual Addendum
®

®

Linked Documents Manager for GoldMine Configuration Guide
®

Telephone Number Manager for GoldMine Configuration Guide
®

Call ReAllocator Configuration Guide
Available from the following location: http://www.papillontechnology.co.uk/download.htm
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Overview
Power Dialer for GoldMine enables GoldMine users to work through their telephone calls quickly and
automatically using either calls scheduled in the users Activity List, or based on an active GoldMine Filter,
Group, or from Tagged Records.
®

®

®

Once installed, Power Dialer for GoldMine becomes an integral part of GoldMine and enables users to rapidly
acquire a focused and effective call queue. As a call is dialed or connected, the called party’s GoldMine record is
automatically presented, allowing the user prior or immediate access to the client’s details.
®

®

®

A ‘Completed Call’ dialog box can be configured to appear automatically, either as the call is connected or as it
is terminated. Fields including Call Duration, Reference, and Result Code can also be automatically populated allowing quick and easy call completion. The call details are inserted automatically into your clients GoldMine
History, and Scheduled calls are completed in the users Calendar or Call List.
The next connected call is then presented to the user - and the sequence starts its cycle over again.
Power Dialer can even automatically schedule follow up calls or other activities to specific users, and for a
specific future time or date.
®

A wide range of flexible user-options allow systems administrators and managers to fully control the manner in
which calls are presented, timed, and completed for different team members. Even improperly formatted
telephone numbers compiled from the GoldMine contact records can be correctly and properly presented before
the power-dialing commences.
®

Using GoldMine branching scripts, a user can quickly gather information by working through a series of
interactive questions. Branching scripts organize questions in a flowchart-type format. Power Dialer can harness
GoldMines scripting facility – presenting the chosen script during the calling sequence and posting the captured
data, notes, and the history of the ongoing script for each completed call.
The ‘Auto Top-Up’ feature can automatically replenish the calls of any agent whose current call queue may be
nearing depletion. When used in conjunction with the Managers Console*, Power Dialer can also automatically
populate or update specified fields within GoldMine simply by clicking a ‘Speed Button’ on the Call Completion
dialog boxes.
®

®

®

Power Dialer for GoldMine functions effectively with any Microsoft TAPI-compliant telephony hardware and
provides the fastest and most efficient means of completing a scheduled call list, or producing and controlling
outbound-call campaigns with GoldMine . Power Dialer supports 1st party and 3rd party TAPI standards - but
this is dependent on your switchboard. Most modern switchboards support TAPI, however, there are certain
exceptions. It is therefore advisable to check for compliancy by contacting your supplier or by contacting
Papillon Technology.
®

®

Complementary software for Power Dialer
If using Power Dialer for GoldMine in an environment with multiple users you will find using the following
application particularly effective:®

The Managers Console
When managing multiple telemarketing campaigns with agents that have different skill sets, the ability to manage
and manipulate call queues between agents is fundamental to the efficiency of the team. With the Managers
Console you can start, stop, and switch campaigns, check call quotas, send messages, view real-time and historic
call statistics, print call logs, and monitor and manipulate agent activity levels – and even record telephone
conversations (in conjunction with Call Recorder for GoldMine ). The Managers Console is the ideal companion
to Power Dialer for GoldMine .
®

®

For further details contact either your GoldMine Reseller or Papillon Technology by telephone on
01992 560487 (+44 1992 560487) from the US on +1 (408) 960 1032 or email to sales@papillontechnology.com
®
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Pre-requisites
Before proceeding with the installation you will require:

•

An installed and licensed copy of GoldMine 5.x, 6.x, 7.x, 8.x, 9.x, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017.

•

Appropriate administrative rights in order to install and configure software.

•

A TAPI compliant telephone system or device, and a telephony service provider
driver.
The TAPI provider’s driver software should have been installed and tested using MS Phone Dialer prior to
running Power Dialer For GoldMine . This application can be found in one of the following locations
depending upon your operating system:

®

®

®

Windows 7 8 and 10
In the latest Windows versions select Start > Run and type dialer into the dialog box.
®

®

®

Windows XP (and NT )
via Start Menu | Programs | Accessories | Phone Dialer
®

®

Windows 2000
via Start Menu | Programs | Accessories | Communications | Phone Dialer
®

•

Unrestricted user-level access to Windows Control Panel
The GoldMine Tools menu - or Edit > Preferences menu – depending on the version.
The GoldMine Actions > Call Contact menu item, or Contact > Dial Phone menu item.
The BDE Administrator (only in early versions of GoldMine )
®

®

®

Further possible requirements depending on the nature of usage and the working environment (but
particularly if deploying in a Terminal Services environment) are as follows:
Full access rights for individual users to their local installation path:
C:\Program Files\Papillon Technology\Tapi Link [or \Program Files (x86) in 64 bit windows]

Full access rights for individual users to their local data path:
e.g. C:\Users\ ~ relevant username ~\AppData or C:\Documents and Settings\ ~ relevant username ~ \Application Data

Full access rights for individual users to the registry section:
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Papillon Technology\
Full access rights for individual users to the registry section:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Borland\ (only in early versions of GoldMine )
®
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Minimum system requirements
The minimum system requirements for Power Dialer for GoldMine are as follows:
®

•

A Windows 2000® / XP /Vista® / Windows 7 /Windows 8 / Windows 10 operating system.

•

A minimum of 32Mb RAM.

•

20Mb of free disk space.

•

MS Internet Explorer 5.0 or later, (or, alternatively, a COM update.)

•

Tapi version 2.1 or later
This is already installed on the following operating systems: Windows 7® / 8® / 10® / XP® /2000®

®

®

®

®

®

* Users of Windows 95 machines will need to ensure that Tapi version 2.1 is installed. Alternatively, you may arrange to have the update
sent to you via email by contacting Technical Support at Papillon Technology.
®

** Users of NT 4.0 machines earlier than Service Pack 3 will need to ensure that Tapi version 2.1 or greater is installed. Alternatively, you
may arrange to have the update sent to you via email by contacting Technical Support at Papillon Technology.
®
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Starting the installation process
In a regular ‘client-server’ environment Power Dialer is installed on each of the individual workstations at which
you require the functionality – i.e. not on the server .
(Citrix/Terminal Services environments are quite different, and will require guidance and assistance to properly manage the implementation.
Contact Papillon Technology for further details.)

1.
Observe the details covered in the previous
sections entitled ‘Pre-requisites’’ and ‘Minimum
System Requirements’. Ensure you have
Administrative rights to install and configure the
software.
2.
Close all programs currently running on the
computer. Disable any anti-virus protection.
3.
Double-click on the file named setup.exe from
your download storage location.

The wizard will prepare to install the
software …….

Click on the Next button to proceed
.
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Read and accept the terms of the
Licence Agreement to proceed.

Enter the user name, the name of the
organisation, and select whether you
wish the program to be available for
any logged-on user or solely for this
particular user. – then click on the
Next button

It is recommended that you accept the
default location for the program files
by clicking on the Next button.
(However, if you wish to alter this,
click on the Change button instead.)
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Choose the setup type indicated that
includes the Power Dialer option and
click on the Next button.

This screen confirms your choices up
to this point in the installation process.
(The other elements mentioned are not
included unless you have specifically
arranged licences for them.)
Click on the Install button to proceed,
or click on the Back button to make
any alterations.

Click on Finish to complete the
installation.
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After installation - Launching Power Dialer
Launch Power Dialer from the Programs menu item > Papillon Technology > Power Dialer.
This should be the only time you will need to do so, because after you have completed the following
configuration, it will launch with windows and be ready for use from the Power Dialer icon in your system tray.
After completing the initial installation, the very first time you launch Power Dialer you will be invited to
proceed with the basic configuration of the product via the following Quick Start Wizard.
The wizard appears only the very first time you launch Power Dialer, and when you answer YES to the following
question:

If you are installing a fully licensed version of Power Dialer –
Disregard the next section and proceed directly to the section entitled ‘The Quick Start Wizard – for licensed
products’.

If you are installing an evaluation version of Power Dialer –
Proceed to the next section entitled ‘The Quick Start Wizard – for evaluation products’.

If you do not opt to run the Quick Start Wizard as recommended, or are experiencing installation problems –
proceed to the section entitled ‘Troubleshooting and Reconfiguration – Integrating Power Dialer with GoldMine ’
at the end of this guide.
®
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The Quick Start Wizard – for evaluation products
(If you are using a fully licensed version of Power Dialer disregard this section and proceed instead to the next
section entitled ‘The Quick Start Wizard – for licensed products’.)
On starting Power Dialer for the very first time a Quick Start Wizard will launch:

Ensure that you have to hand all the relevant product serial numbers, GoldMine Username and Password, and
SQL Username and Password (if any) etc.
If you click YES you will be guided through a series of simple questions, as follows:
®

Click on YES.

A default serial number will appear.
DELETE the default serial number and enter the evaluation serial number provided to you by Papillon
Technology, then click on OK.
The following dialog box will appear:

Click on OK.
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Highlight the relevant TAPI device for your own system and click on the Apply button.
(The above is merely an example. This setup window displays all devices installed on the computer related to telephony.
These may include ISDN terminal adapters, modems and VPN adapters as well as voice-only devices.
You must select the specific device which should have been pre-installed and which relates to your own system.
If you have omitted to install the relevant software relating to your system in advance, simply select any one of the other
entries shown, and then continue to the end of these instructions. You can return once again to revise your TAPI driver
selection after completing the appropriate driver installation. To do so you should select the TAPI tab in the setup dialog box
as shown at the end of this section.)

Log into GoldMine using the relevant users Username and Password and then click on OK.
®

Enter the specific users own GoldMine password and click on OK.
®
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Enter the SQL username.

Enter the SQL password.

Answer the above question according to your particular locality.

Answer the above question according to your particular locality.

The answer you provide here is not critical. Since you are evaluating Power Dialer it is unlikely that you would
be concerned with inbound call screen-popping, and you would probably answer NO.
15
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However, you may also wish to evaluate one or more of the other elements of the product (e.g. Tapi Link for
GoldMine and/or Call Recorder for GoldMine ) – in which case you may answer YES if you wish. You can still
alter any of these options at any time later.
®

®

A further two dialog boxes will appear:

Click on OK to proceed.

Click on OK to complete the wizard and the following Setup interface will appear:

This completes the installation and basic configuration of Power Dialer for GoldMine in evaluation mode.
You may now amend or add to any of the previous choices you made during the Quick Start Wizard through
the above Setup interface, or proceed forward through this guide for further details on the configuration and
usage of Power Dialer for GoldMine .
If you did not have the appropriate drivers for your particular telephone system installed in advance Install the relevant drivers, and then select the TAPI tab in the setup interface above to revise your driver
selection accordingly. Select the relevant entry and click on the Apply button.
(However, drivers installed subsequent to the installation of Power Dialer will not normally appear on the TAPI
tab at least until Power Dialer has been relaunched and/or the machine has been re-booted.)
®

®
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The Quick Start Wizard – for licensed products
(If you are evaluating the software - disregard this section and refer instead to the previous section “for
evaluation products”.)

Ensure that you have at hand the relevant product serial number and activation key, the GoldMine Username and
Password, and SQL Username and Password (if any).
If you click YES - you will be guided through a series of simple questions, as follows:
®

1.

You have licensed the product – therefore click on the NO button.
2.

If you do not have a Tapi Link for GoldMine licence - i.e. you simply have a Power Dialer for GoldMine
licence, click on the NO button. And proceed directly to item 6.
If however, you have also purchased a Tapi Link for GoldMine licence – click on YES.
®

®

®

3.
The following screen will only appear if you have answered YES to the previous question.
If you answered NO proceed directly to item 6.

Enter the Tapi Link licence serial number and click OK.
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4.

Enter the Tapi Link licence activation key and click OK
5.
NOTE:
[This dialog box will only appear if you are using GoldMine® 6.x or earlier.]
Enter the SQL Direct Access activation key, or dBase Fast Lookup
Activation key and then click OK.

6.

Click on the YES button.
7.

Enter the Power Dialer serial number and click on the OK button.
Delete any default serial numbers which appear and then enter the specific numbers provided to you.

continued . . .
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8.

Enter the Power Dialer activation key and click on the OK button.
9.

If you have not purchased a Call Recorder for GoldMine licence - click on NO and proceed directly to item 11.
If you have also purchased a Call Recorder for GoldMine licence - click on the YES button.
®

®

10.

Enter the Call Recorder for GoldMine® licence activation key and click on OK.
11.

Click on the OK button.

continued . . .
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12.

Highlight the relevant TAPI device for your own system and click on the Apply button.
(The above is merely an example. This setup window displays all devices installed on the computer related to telephony.
These may include ISDN terminal adapters, modems and VPN adapters as well as voice-only devices.
You must select the specific device which should have been pre-installed and which relates to your own system.
If you have omitted to install the relevant software relating to your system in advance, just for now simply select any one of
the other entries shown, and then continue to the end of these instructions. You can return once again to revise your TAPI
driver selection after completing the appropriate driver installation. To do so you should select the TAPI tab in the setup
dialog box as shown at the end of this section.)

13.

Log into GoldMine using the relevant users Username and Password and then click on OK.
®

14.

Enter the relevant users GoldMine password and click on the OK button.
®

continued . . .
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15.

If you are using the SQL version of GoldMine enter the SQL username and then click on OK.
®

(If you are using an early dBase version of GoldMine click on the Cancel button.)
®

16.

If you are using a SQL version of GoldMine 7, 8, or 9 - enter the SQL password (if any) and click OK.
®

(If you are using an early dBase version of GoldMine click on the Cancel button.)
®

17.

Answer the question according to your particular locality.
18.

Answer the question according to your particular locality.

continued . . .
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19.

Click on the OK button.
20.

Click on the OK button.
21.

This completes the installation and basic configuration of Power Dialer for GoldMine .
®

If you wish you may now amend or add to any of the previous choices you made during the Quick Start Wizard
through the above Setup interface, or proceed forward through this guide for further details on the configuration
and usage of Power Dialer for GoldMine .
®

If you did not have the appropriate drivers for your particular telephone system installed in advance Install the relevant drivers, and then select the TAPI tab shown in the above setup interface and revise your
driver selection accordingly. Click on the Apply button to confirm your selection.
(However, drivers installed subsequent to the installation of Power Dialer will not normally appear on the TAPI
tab at least until Power Dialer has been relaunched and/or the machine has been re-booted.)
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The Power Dialer interface
Power Dialer is designed to be unobtrusive, and to integrate with GoldMine without occupying valuable screen
space or distracting the user from their familiar GoldMine interface and methods of working.
®

®

The Power Dialer for GoldMine icon is simply depicted as a telephone in the system tray of the taskbar:
®

The icon will alter its appearance automatically, according to the prevailing line status, as follows:
(This is dependent upon a properly configured system, and the compatibility and extent of the functionality of the
driver supplied by your Telephone Service Provider.)
When Power Dialer is STOPPED, and there is no line activity and the handset is at rest – the icon remains static
and yellow in color:

When Power Dialer is STARTED – but no call is yet in progress or being dialed, the icon indicates that Power
Dialer is ‘in session’ by its green colour:

(This does not imply that a call is in progress. For example, your individual settings may specify a delay of some
length in order to allow the agent time to peruse the details of the contact record before the next telephone
number is actually dialed. So, although the green icon indicates that Power Dialer is ‘in progress’, it may simply
be counting down in preparation to make the next call.)
When a call is IN PROGRESS or when the handset is lifted - the icon will reflect and mimic these activities:

When an outgoing call receives a BUSY signal – the icon will indicate the ‘engaged line’ status:

When a call is placed ON HOLD – the icon will reflect this condition:

(In order for these status indicators to remain visible you will need to have un-checked any windows options to
Auto-Hide the Taskbar, and also to have chosen to Show Icon and Notifications in the windows taskbar
properties. The location of these options varies according to your particular windows version)
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Power Dialer – Basic Sequence Chart
(1) The Contact Record raised at point A can alternatively be raised at point B.
(2) The Call Completion Box raised at point B can alternatively be raised at A or C.

Call Queue

Next call
selected
automatically

First Call
selected
automatically

Contact Record raised (see 1 above)

Automatic
Dialing

A

NU
(Number
Unobtainable)

Automatic
Hang Up

BSY
(Busy)

NA
(No Answer)

Optional automatic
History item created

Automatic
Hang Up

Optional automatic
History item created

Automatic
Hang Up

Optional automatic
History item created

Optional
automatic follow
up call

Optional
automatic follow
up call

Call Completion Box raised
(see 2 above)

ANS
(Answered)

B

Automatic
Hang Up

C

Optional
follow up
activity
automatically
scheduled
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Power Dialer - Basic Sequence Chart details –
The sequence chart does not show all possible features and permutations of Power-Dialing.
For example, the optional elements of Scripting, Call Recording, Auto Top-Up etc. are not included.
The yellow line indicates the processes that occur before a call is answered.
The sequence starts at the Start Dialer button at the top left and follows the yellow arrowed path through
selecting and making the first call, and then raising the relevant contact record.
The four possible outcomes of the call are then shown –
Number Unobtainable
Busy
No Answer
Answered
The call activity then proceeds through the various options available depending upon the response to that call (i.e.
the creation of History items and follow up calls/activities). The next call is then made, and the cycle continues,
or alternatively, Power Dialer is stopped.
Notes (1) and (2) explain the different options in the sequence for raising the Contact Record and/or the Call
Completion box. The choices made will vary according to individual preferences and the varying type and nature
of the specific call campaigns.
Unless interrupted, Power-Dialing continues to the end of the Call Queue. Although Power Dialer can be stopped
at any point (without affecting an existing call in progress) and simply started again, whereupon it will resume
and dial the next queued call. (Stopping Power Dialer is similar to pausing the Power-Dialing sequence.)
At the completion of the Call Queue the following dialog box will appear:

(However, if the Auto Top-Up option has been enabled, this dialog box will not appear until the actual supply at
the designated source is exhausted of calls that meet the acquisition criteria specified.)
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Power Dialer Quick Start Guide
Power Dialer has a very wide range of features, many of which are only discovered and fully understood while
actually using it. The objective of this section is to provide a quick ‘hands-on’ approach for those who wish to
focus on the finer points later - so that you can get up and running quickly and perhaps absorb the more powerful
and specialised features of the product along the way.
In brief and simple terms, Power Dialer loads calls ready for dialing that are based on instructions from you.
These ‘instructions’ are the criteria you specify for the chosen calls. For example - What are the references or
activity codes assigned to the calls that you want to make? Which particular GoldMine users scheduled calls do
you want to load? Which contact records do you wish to call? How many calls are to be prepared?
®

You can access all of the Power Dialer functions by right-clicking on the icon in the system tray:

If you use the same criteria for making calls at every session, or if someone else arranges your calls for you
(e.g. a supervisor or team leader using the Managers Console) or if the ‘Auto-Top’ feature is enabled - then there are only two steps to set power-dialing into motion ……….

1.

Click ‘Acquire Call List’

2.

Click ‘Start Power Dialer’

To skip a call in progress and move on to the next call in the queue (i.e. if you do not wish to wait for the
automated result process to occur) simply LEFT click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray.
(For completeness, this guide depicts the visual features and options which are available when all 3 elements of
the software are activated - Power Dialer, Tapi Link, and Call Recorder for GoldMine . Fewer choices may
appear on this context menu depending on which features you have activated.)
®
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In other circumstances, if for example you work on your own initiative - and you determine for yourself exactly
who and when to call, then proceed as follows:

1.

2.

Set the criteria which governs the type of calls you wish to make:

Acquire your Call List:

3.

Start Power Dialer:
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Guidelines for effective power dialing
1.
Acquire your Call List from SCHEDULED calls if possible. This is the optimum method of operation for
effective, organised call campaigns. You will be able to add more structure to your call campaigns, carry forward
call/contact specific notes, and produce more in-depth analysis and reports. (You can very simply and quickly
schedule calls to all of the contacts in any of your filters or groups with just a few additional mouse clicks.)
Using this method you will also avoid the risk of inadvertently making repeat calls to the same contact.
2.
Acquiring your call queue using Filters and Groups is a far less organised method. For example, if you permit
more than one user to activate the very same Group, you will therefore have deliberately determined that those
users are all at liberty to telephone the same contacts. Even if allocating a unique Group to each user, or taking
the precaution of using specialised Filter or Groups, (e.g. based on more advanced and comprehensive criteria
such as Last Contact data or completed call History entries which are designed to preclude previously called
contacts.) it is still possible to inadvertently call back the same contacts. This is because you or another person
might either load the same filter or group once again, or perhaps you may compile an ostensibly ‘new’ filter or
group, but it has similar or ‘overlapping’ qualifying criteria (i.e. contacts can have characteristics that make them
eligible to be included in more than just one filter.)
However, when using the optimal method, i.e. using scheduled calls, such mistakes are not possible because all
calls, once made and completed in GoldMine History, are no longer ‘pending’ or available, and therefore they
cannot be repeated. Moreover, with the ‘Auto Top-Up’ feature enabled, each agent will have a unique Call Queue
because scheduled calls are distributed (i.e. re-assigned from the central store) only to specific agents - and
therefore unless the calls are returned un-actioned to the Source/Pool, they are not available to other agents.
®

3.
If you wish to stop Power Dialer, do so DURING the current call. This does not terminate the current call but
simply prevents the NEXT call from being made. If for any reason you wish to terminate the current call in
progress and move forward to the next call simply LEFT click on the icon. (This is subject to your other settings
– see the section entitled ‘Automated Dialing or On Demand Dialing’.)
5.
Since the objective is to focus on completing a quantity of OUTBOUND calls - it is generally advisable to switch
off inbound call Screen-Popping (a function of Tapi Link for GoldMine ), as this could not only be distracting but
might also compromise the main objective of power-dialing – which is to focus on high volumes of outbound
calls. Alternatively, set your telephone to ‘DND’ (Do Not Disturb).
®

6.
In its initial default configuration Power Dialer may be considered to be in ‘training mode’. In this configuration
Power Dialer will not proceed automatically through all of the calls but will wait for the user to click once on the
telephone icon in the system tray. This action will trigger the next call in the queue to be made. This preliminary
setting allows the user to gradually become accustomed to using Power Dialer before full automation is enabled.
(The settings which control this particular behaviour are the ‘Wrap Up Time’ on the PD Dialing tab and the
‘OK/Cancel Buttons Hang Up the Call’ on the PD Dialog Boxes tab. See the section entitled ‘Automated Dialing
or On Demand Dialing’ for an explanation of the two different options.)
7.
When defining the call acquisition criteria on the PD List Acquisition tab –
If you leave the ‘Activity Code Filter’ blank - this is the equivalent of ANY Activity Code.
If you leave the ‘Reference Filter’ blank' – this is the equivalent of ANY Reference Filter.
If you leave the ‘Number of Calls to Acquire’ field blank - this is the equivalent of ALL qualifying calls.
8.
Remember that calls which are scheduled for a specific time will not be acquired by Power Dialer until that exact
time is due, or has passed. So if you expected calls to be loaded but they are not visible in the call queue, then it
is likely that you have overlooked this fundamental GoldMine rule. For example, a call scheduled for 3.00pm
cannot be acquired to your Call List at 2.55pm (unless you have specified in the call acquisition criteria to
‘Ignore Scheduled Time’).
®
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Methods of Call Acquisition
There are several methods of acquiring a Call List for Power Dialer 1.
Acquiring from a Scheduled Call List
The most organized and optimal approach to call campaigns. Uses scheduled calls which have been prearranged
in GoldMine via its standard scheduling feature. Simple and very effective to use. Can be performed either at the
local machine or remotely via the Managers Console. Avoids the possible pitfalls of method 2 below.
(For details see the section entitled ‘Acquiring a Scheduled Call List’.)
®

2.
Acquiring from an Active Filter or Group
Requires a GoldMine filter or group to be currently activated and consuming resources. Lacks the organization
and structure of the first method and cannot benefit from the flexibility and power of automated features such as
‘Auto Top Up’ or the other options below. In addition, if you inadvertently load the same filter or group more
than once - you risk calling back those contacts who have already been called. Can be performed either at the
local machine or via the Managers Console.
(For details see the section entitled ‘Acquiring a Call Queue from a Filter or a Group’.)
®

3.
Auto Top-Up
This is a supplementary feature which operates in conjunction with the scheduled calls deployed in method 1
above. Once the acquisition criteria are in place, this feature can automatically replenish a users call list as it
becomes depleted. It can be implemented either at the local machine or from the Managers Console.
(For details see the section entitled ‘Auto Top-Up’ in this guide, or the Managers Console Configuration Guide.)
4.
Agent Config Screen
This option allows agents to acquire and make calls with minimal supervision. It is used in conjunction with
scheduled calls. This is a simple ‘wizard-style’ interface which guides the individual user through a
straightforward step-by-step call acquisition sequence.
Although this facility is launched and used on the local machine, it is not accessible by default and must first be
enabled from the Managers Console.
(For details see the section entitled ‘Agent Config Screen’ in the Managers Console Configuration Guide.)
5.
Managers Console
Enables call queues and campaigns to be ‘pushed’ to agents remotely, using one or more of the above methods or
by distributing specific campaign ‘profiles’.
Entire call campaigns can be managed, monitored and measured via the Managers Console. It also provides call
statistics and reports both in real-time and historical basis. Further details are available from our website at the
following location: http://www.papillontechnology.com/ManCons.htm
6.
Call ReAllocator
The use of this utility has largely been superseded by the ‘Auto Top-Up’ feature in Power Dialer.
A separate utility for distributing and re-distributing calls to and from a central pool, or from one user to another. Although the calls are reassigned to specific GoldMine users, they are not actually loaded into the Power Dialer Call Queue itself until one of the above methods is
also implemented. This utility can be used from any individual machine or from within the Managers Console interface, and is available from
Papillon Technology. (See the section entitled ‘Call ReAllocato’r in the Managers Console Configuration Guide or alternatively, further
details are available from our website at the following location: http://www.papillontechnology.com/gmcallre.htm.)
®
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Configuring the presentation and capture of information
This section deals with the presentation and capture of data from the outset of a call to its completion.
In order to specify exactly –
•
•
•
•

At what point the contact record is presented (if at all)
At what point the Call Completion dialog box is presented (if at all)
Which specific data is captured to record the results of the call
How the call is terminated

proceed as follows:
PRESENTATION OF THE CONTACT RECORD
The varying nature of call campaigns and individual working methods may warrant different approaches to the
manner in which the power dialing sequence progresses. For example, the nature of some campaigns will require
that the contact record is ready and available on-screen before the call is answered - in order for the agent to
assess the contact details and make any necessary preparations in their introduction.
However, with other campaigns, this approach may prove to be wasteful of time and counter-productive,
particularly where calls may not even be answered.
In those circumstances, you may decide instead to have the contact record itself appear only when and if a call is
actually answered.
Select the PD Dialog Boxes tab:

Choose whether to present the relevant contact record upon dialing, or upon the call being answered.
continued . . .
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Your choice will be determined by the nature of your calls, the style of the call campaign, and the type of product
or service involved etc.
If the user needs to assess the relevant contact record and prepare his/her approach immediately before speaking
with the recipient of the call, then it may be advisable to select Find Contact Record On Dial. However, this
may be counter-productive - for example, in the event of calls being unanswered, busy or responded to by Fax
Machines, Answering Machines or Voicemail – the record may then have been examined and assessed
unnecessarily.
Alternatively, if the option to Find Contact On Answer is selected –
In the event of an unanswered call, no time would be wasted on unnecessary inspection of the record. However,
the user will have less time to prepare an individually tailored or personalized approach to the call recipient,
because the contact details are not presented until calls are actually answered.
PRESENTATION OF THE CALL COMPLETION DIALOG BOX
If you wish to create trackable History items within GoldMine for completed calls, select the PD Dialog Boxes
tab.
Check the Present Complete Outgoing Call Dialog Box option.
®

Choose whether to present the Call Completion Box on dialing, on connection, or upon termination of the calls.
The choice will depend upon the nature of the call campaign and the users own particular style of working.
As a general guide:
Select Present Dialog Box On Answer if, from the outset of the connection, the user will need to gather
information and to take notes directly into the Call Completion dialog box, without necessarily needing to gather
data from or enter data directly into particular fields within the GoldMine contact record itself.
®

Select Present Dialog Box On Hangup if, whilst the call is in progress, easy access is needed to various aspects
of the contact record in order to enter or view information, and the agent does not need to input notes or
completion codes etc. until such time as the call is concluded.
continued . . .
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CREATION OF AUTOMATIC HISTORY ENTRIES
Checking the options indicated below on the PD Auto Completion tab will create completed History items
within GoldMine for calls made to:
Engaged (busy) numbers
Unanswered numbers
Unobtainable (wrong) numbers
®

Result Codes for each of these three possible call outcomes can be assigned in the fields indicated above.
Clicking within any of the Result Code boxes will summon a drop-down list of existing GoldMine Result
Codes from which to make your selection (alternatively, you can simply type in a new code):
®

Click on the Apply button when your selections are complete.
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TERMINATION OF THE CALL
Having reached the point during the call where the Call Completion dialog box is finalized (i.e. all Notes, Codes,
and References etc. have been entered) –
1. The dialog box needs to be dismissed
2. The call needs to be terminated
3. The user needs to move on to next call
This can be accomplished by setting the configuration on the PD Dialog Boxes tab as follows:

Select this option to have the OK and Cancel buttons on the Call Completion Box terminate the call when
clicked upon, and to proceed to the next call.
Click on the Apply button to save your settings.
Alternatively, if the above option is left UN-checked, the method of call termination (assuming you are not
ending the call manually) is subject to your choice of automatic settings on the PD Dialing tab, namely The ‘Ringing Time-Out’ you have specified. (Time lapse before an unanswered call is abandoned.)
and
The ‘Wrap Up Time’ you have permitted. (Time allowed for tasks pertaining to the last call to be completed
before the next call is made).
These options are detailed in the following section ‘Configuring the timing and progress of calls’.

continued . . .
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The following example of a Power Dialer call in progress assumes you wish to have Call Completion boxes
appear automatically, and that the call continues to a successful conclusion.
Having chosen to start Power Dialer:…..
If you have selected to have the contact record appear - at the time of dialing:

- AND to have the Call Completion dialog box appear - at the conclusion of the call:

The full contact record of the relevant call recipient will automatically appear at the outset of the call -

(Earlier versions of GoldMine )
®

continued . . .
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And at the termination of the call - the Call Completion dialog box will automatically appear, ready for any
annotations.
It is pre-populated with the appropriate information, plus the time and date of the call along with the precise call
duration. -

This example of a call completion box includes Speed Buttons for rapid insertion of References, Result Codes,
and the automatic re-scheduling of follow-up activities etc. Comprehensive details of this particular feature are
provided in the section entitled ‘Programmable Speed Buttons’ later in this guide.

The Call Completion Dialog Box may not be necessary and you may not require it in the following events Bad Numbers
Unanswered Calls
Busy Numbers
Therefore, if you have configured Power Dialer to complete the GoldMine History automatically for any of the
above three eventualities, the Call Completion Dialog Box would not appear, and Power Dialer will disconnect,
complete the History appropriately with details for that specific event, and will proceed with the next call in the
queue.
(This is dependent upon full Microsoft TAPI support and compliancy of the particular telephone system in use.)
®
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Configuring the timing and progress of calls
The nature and style of your calling campaigns will determine your choice of how information is presented
during the calling sequence, and exactly how that sequence progresses.
For example, you may need to briefly preview the contact record details prior to speaking to the called party in
order to adapt your approach to the suit each individual call recipient. Alternatively, that particular approach may
prove to be futile for your current calling campaign (particularly if, for example, there is no answer to the call, or
if it is ‘busy’), because examining the contact record would simply be time wasted.
You may also need to consider the amount of time which should elapse before a call is considered ‘unanswered’
– and this consideration may vary depending for example on whether this is a B2B or B2C campaign*. (i.e. you
might normally expect a B2B call recipient to answer more rapidly than a B2C contact, and therefore you would
save time by reducing your ‘Ringing Timeout’ accordingly.)
To select from amongst the available options proceed as follows:
Right-click the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

From the context menu select Setup TL / PD for
Goldmine .
®

*
B2B – Business to Business
B2C – Business to Consumer/Customer

continued . . .
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From the Setup window select the PD Dialing tab.
The various elements of the PD Dialing tab are as follows:
Choose to start calls either: from the beginning of the Call Queue, or alternatively from the current position
of the cursor in the Call Queue. (This is useful, for example, if you wish to skip certain calls - or if you need
to take regular breaks you could start the list from a pointer position near to the very end on each occasion.
See the section entitled ‘Revising the Call Queue Starting Point’ for further details.)

Stipulate a fixed time permitted for completion
of any Wrap-Up procedures.
(i.e. time allowed for making notes etc.
relating to the last completed call.– see below)

Set a fixed Ringing Timeout for calls. (i.e. a setting of 10
would permit the line to ring for 10 seconds at the end of which
time it will be assumed that the call may not be answered, and
the call is then automatically terminated.)

When the Call Completion dialog box is completed, the Wrap Up Time is considered cancelled/exhausted.

Wrap Up Time = 0 to xxxxxxx secs
Forcibly dismisses the dialog box after 0 to xxxxxxx secs and makes the next call. (Unless ‘Force Result Code
Entry’ is checked, in which case the dialog box/script will remain on screen and the sequence is effectively
paused until a valid Result Code is entered, or until the Cancel button is clicked.)

Wrap Up Time =

(i.e. blank)

This is the equivalent of infinite Wrap Up Time. The next call is not made until the Power Dialer icon is clicked.
(Unless the ‘OK/Cancel Buttons Hang Up the Call’ option is also checked, in which case calls will proceed
automatically).
Checking the option ‘Force Result Code Entry’ on the PD Dialog Boxes tab will override the above rules.
i.e. the next call will not be made until a valid Result Code is entered, or the Cancel button is clicked.
(The ‘Force Result Code Entry’ option obviously has no effect in circumstances where a call completion dialog box/script is not displayed.)
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Dial Pause - define an optimum time, appropriate to
your particular telephone system capabilities,
between the termination of the current call and
commencing to dial the next call.

Preview Pause - set a delay period between
popping the appropriate contact record and actually
commencing to dial the call. This permits time for
previewing/assessing the record details.
(If ‘greyed-out’ and inaccessible, then the option
Find Contact on Answer has been selected.)

Choose to start the full dialing process automatically
and immediately that the Power Dialer application is
launched. Use with caution – For example, Power
Dialer is usually already in the Startup menu!

Choose to automatically acquire a fresh Call Queue
and resume Power Dialing when the current Call
Queue has been depleted – AND continue to repeat
the cycle indefinitely. (This option is required for
Automatic Auto Top-Up to function.)

Save any new settings by clicking on the Apply button. Click on the Done button to dismiss the dialog box.
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Automated dialing or ‘On Demand’ dialing
Power Dialer can continuously make and complete all calls in the queue until such a time as it is stopped, or until
the call queue is exhausted. Alternatively, the user can control and vary the pace by choosing exactly when each
successive call is made.
The default mode set at the time of installation is non-automatic, in order to ease new users into the process.
Whether Power Dialer dials all calls entirely automatically, or whether the user needs to specifically instigate
each successive call (simply by clicking on the system tray icon) will depend upon the settings configured on the
PD Dialing and PD Dialog Boxes tabs.
The results achieved with the various options are as follows:

Automatic Dialing
TAB SETTINGS

RESULT

Dialing continues
automatically

When the Wrap Up Time is fixed (where XXX is any number from zero upwards) and OK /
Cancel Buttons is checked - calls will continue automatically

Dialing continues
automatically

When the Wrap Up Time is fixed (where XXX is any number from zero upwards) and OK /
Cancel Buttons is UNchecked - calls continue automatically. (When the Call Completion
dialog box is manually completed the Wrap Up Time is considered cancelled, or alternatively,
the Call Completion dialog box is forcibly dismissed as the Wrap Up Time has been
exhausted.)

Dialing continues
automatically

When the Wrap Up Time is blank and OK / Cancel Buttons is checked - calls will continue
automatically. The OK/Cancel Buttons setting overrides the ‘infinite’ Wrap Up Time setting.
continued . . .
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‘On Demand’ Dialing
This is the default configuration - unless you have made changes to the configuration.
Power Dialer may be considered to be in ‘semi-automatic’ or ‘training mode’ if these settings remain unaltered.

TAB SETTINGS

RESULT
Click to dial
next number

When the Wrap Up Time is blank and OK / Cancel Buttons is UNchecked - the next call will
not be made until the icon is clicked.

NOTE
If checked, the ‘Force Result Code Entry’ option on the PD Dialog Boxes tab overrides all of the
above rules. The call completion box remains on screen and progress is paused until a valid Result
Code is entered (or the Cancel button is clicked).

Speed Buttons
One of the many tasks performed by the Speed Buttons is to complete and dismiss the Call Completion
Dialog Boxes – in just the same manner as the OK/Cancel buttons.
Hence the above settings and associated results also apply if you are using Speed Buttons in lieu of the
OK/Cancel buttons.
(See the section entitled ‘Programmable Speed Buttons’ for further information.)
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Formatting the dialed numbers
In certain circumstances, to enable calls to dial correctly, it may be necessary to translate the telephone numbers
acquired from GoldMine into the proper format for power dialing. In the event of a problem with dialing - check
that the number format shown in the Phone field on the PD Call Queue tab is correct. This should appear exactly
the same as it would if you needed to manually dial the number.
The options are as follows:
®

Allows Microsoft TAPI to format the numbers
acquired in the Call Queue to add or remove
area and country codes and add access codes.
®

Translate the numbers acquired in the Call
Queue to remove area codes and add access
codes etc. as defined by GoldMine
®
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Preparing to make Power Dialer calls
To automate the calling process Power Dialer needs to acquire your Call Queue directly from GoldMine itself.
You would normally prepare your selection of calls by creating a Filter or a Group of contacts in GoldMine ®

®

Then, in most cases, by using the standard scheduling function of GoldMine - a single call would be scheduled,
but assigned to all of the contact records in that particular Filter or Group in one pass, as follows.
®

This assembled collection of contacts/calls is the resource from which Power Dialer acquires its Call Queue and
proceeds through its calling sequence.)
So, when there are calls ‘pending’ on the users Activity List or on the Pending tabs of contact records in
GoldMine – then these scheduled calls can constitute part of the Power Dialer Call Queue. These calls would be
loaded by configuring Power Dialer to Load Scheduled Call List.®

If however, you have other criteria by which you have determined to telephone a number of contacts (for
example, contacts purely segmented by some other data characteristic such as their locality, and without any preplanned calls having been scheduled) you would instruct Power Dialer to Load List From Active Filter/Group

Generally, the customary and optimal choice is to use the Load Scheduled Call List option.
This has none of the disadvantages of just using an activated groups or filters, and has a significant number of
advantages such as –
Calls cannot inadvertently be made repeatedly to the same contacts, as could easily happen if simply using
activated Filters and Groups alone.
Since no Filters are actively running, GoldMine®is unconfined and resources are conserved.
Calls that are pre-planned have been properly considered and organized in advance, and will have some
logical naming and coding convention.
Calls are therefore always available to suit whatever the currently prevailing circumstances. e.g. whatever
the available staff levels, skill sets, and whatever the shifting priorities of campaigns may be, there should be no
agent ‘down time’ because a store of suitable calls will always be ready and waiting to be made..
The quantity and nature of all Pending calls, and all Completed calls, is always immediately available for
monitoring, analysis and reporting purposes.
Agents’ calls can be replenished automatically, before their call list becomes depleted, via the Auto Top-Up
feature. (Whereas, if using the Active Filter or Group option there will never be any calls available to
automatically replenish the agents in this manner.)
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Once you have determined upon the target contacts which you wish to call, proceed as follows:
Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

From the context menu select Setup TL / PD for
GoldMine .
®

Select the PD List Acquisition tab:

You may now choose one of the two options shown above. :
Loading from a Scheduled Call List (which is the optimum method)
OR
Loading from an Active Filter/Group (an unorganised, more casual approach)
- as detailed in the following sections . . . . .
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Acquiring the Call List
Having determined the criteria governing which calls are to be made, the next step is to load the calls into the
Power Dialer ‘Call List’ or ‘Call Queue’. Both terms refer to the very same thing.
Most users/managers tend firstly to create a Filter of contact records in GoldMine® –

and then schedule the calls to a general pool of calls, or to a user's Call List, with a specific Activity Code and
Reference, using the standard scheduling function in GoldMine® -

Power Dialer can then acquire these calls using the ‘Acquire List’ command.
By using this method, (as opposed to the alternative of Load List From Active Filter/Group) it is possible to
add more structure to your call campaigns, to carry forward call/contact specific notes, and to produce more indepth analysis before, during, and after the campaigns.
Centralised Call Pool
It is also considered efficient practice to create a ‘pool’ of calls. This is a common storage area to which ALL
calls can be scheduled – regardless of their differing nature, their target audience, and their intended GoldMine®
user. It is the call References, Activity Codes and so forth that differentiate them. This means that there is always
an arsenal of all types of calls ready for any eventuality. Therefore, whatever staff levels and/or skill sets are
available at any given moment, whatever campaign priority changes occur, agent idle-time is minimised because
there will always be calls ready to be made.
This method of organisation is achieved very simply by creating a virtual GoldMine® user such as one named
‘CallPool’, or ‘TeleSale’. Then, using the scheduling function within GoldMine® - all calls are scheduled to that
nominal ‘user’ - regardless of the differences in the call types. Calls Lists are then acquired for each agent, or by
each individual agent, from that general pool of diverse call types merely by specifying criteria in Power Dialer
that assigns only the appropriate types of calls to them.
See your GoldMine® administrator if you need further information on either creating a new GoldMine® user, or in
respect of the scheduling of calls. In fact, scheduling calls in advance to hundreds or thousands of contacts is just
as simple as it is to schedule one single call.
The References (or titles that you assign to the calls which describe the purpose or objective of the calls), and the
Activity Codes (or other descriptions or reasons for the calls) will be used by Power Dialer as a filter to draw
only that specific type of call from the general pool.
With these calls prepared in advance and with them all having special descriptions or definitions, the users can
make calls appropriate to their ability, to the relative importance or priority rating of the call, to the locality of the
contacts, the time zone, the product or service offered, or whatever criteria you choose.
Irrespective of the criteria you choose to determine which contacts are to be called, the actual method of ‘loading’
the contacts and calls into Power Dialer is the same.
In practice, most users will right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:
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- and then select the Acquire Call List From GoldMine® option from the context menu:

Alternatively, while testing and configuring various different call criteria you can more conveniently click on the
Acquire List button directly on the PD List Acquisition tab.

The acquisition process that follows is the same whether you have chosen the Scheduled Calls, or the Active
Filter/Group acquisition methods.
continued . . .
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Depending upon the quantity of contact records you have determined upon, the following animated window will
appear:

This indicates that Power Dialer is in the process of loading your Call List, and that you may subsequently
examine the Application Log if you need further details of the results. Click the Stop button only if you wish to
terminate loading the Call List.
After a brief processing period the following dialog box will appear - confirming that the Call List has loaded:

This item indicates the total number of
calls assembled and waiting in the Call
Queue, ready to be called during the
power-dialing sequence.

This item indicates the number of records
bypassed for some specific reason
(e.g. some of the contact records may not
have valid telephone numbers.)

Click on OK to proceed.

(If you wish to proceed with your calls at this point - you may click on Start Power Dialer for GoldMine® from
the system tray icon.)

continued . . .
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In the event that Power Dialer indicates that one or more contact records have been ‘skipped’ – if you need to
establish the reason, an examination of the Application Log would reveal further details:

The above example indicates that 3 contact records were excluded from the Call List because the corresponding
contact records contained no telephone number.
It is not necessary to do so, but at this point you may select the PD Call Queue tab and review the list of calls
which Power Dialer has assembled ready to dial. (This topic is covered in detail in the section entitled
‘Previewing the Call Queue’.)

continued . . .
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Alternatively, you may click on the Done button to exit the dialog box and proceed directly to the later section
entitled ‘Commencing the Power-Dialing sequence’

RESOLVING CALL ACQUISITION ISSUES:
If the number of calls acquired seems incorrect, check the following:
Are some of the calls scheduled for later in the day or a later date? In this case they are not due to be called yet
and consequently will not be acquired.
If attempting to Load a Scheduled Call List - are there actually any calls scheduled to the user/pool in question?
If acquiring calls from another user – does that particular user have any scheduled calls remaining?
If using the Loading from Active Filter/Group option – is the Filter or Group activated, and does it contain the
expected number of records?
If using the Auto-Top-Up option, are there sufficient calls remaining in the central pool/resource?
Does the Application Log reveal any other information?
Has the correct database been selected?
Have the calls inadvertently been spread across multiple days within the GoldMine® Filter/Group options?
Has the number of calls been limited or exagerrated by the Number of Calls to Acquire option on the PD List
Acquisition tab?
Is the Reference correctly specified?
Is the Activity Code correctly specified?
(Remember that if you manually enter a Reference or Activity Code rather than selecting one from the drop-down
lists, it could have been typed incorrectly.)
Is the Time correctly specified?
Is the Date correctly specified?
See the ‘Call Acquisition Issues’ section in the ‘FAQs’ for further advice in respect of call acquisition
difficulties.
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Power Dialer – Call List Acquisition Sequence
Decide the criteria to be
used in determining the
contact records to be called

OPTIMUM METHOD

Create a Filter or Group in GoldMIne based
on the chosen criteria
ALTERNATIVE UNSTRUCTURED METHOD

Activate the Filter or Group

Schedule a call to all the designated contacts
by selecting the chosen Filter or Group.

Select Load List from Active Filter/Group on
the PD List Acquisition tab

Release the Filter/Group
Optionally apply a Reference and Activity
Code for the completed call History entries

Select the option Load Scheduled Call
List on the PD List Acquisition tab

Optionally select any additional criteria
via the PD List Acquisition tab

Acquire a Call List by clicking on the
Acquire List button on the PD List
Acquisition tab or by right-clicking on the
Power Dialer icon and selecting Acquire
Call List from GoldMine

Acquire a Call Queue by clicking on the
Acquire List button on the PD List
Acquisition tab or by right-clicking on the
Power Dialer icon and selecting
Acquire Call List from GoldMine

Click on Start Power Dialer
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Acquiring a Scheduled Call List
The following example illustrates the options available when you choose to acquire your Call List using the
optimum method – i.e. from GoldMine scheduled calls. In this example ‘campaign’ the type of calls acquired
will be restricted to those calls that bear a unique Reference and Activity Code. Pending calls which have other
References and Activity Codes which do not match that specific criteria will therefore be excluded.
®

Check the Load Scheduled Call List option on the PD List Acquisition tab:

Click within the Reference Filter box and select a Reference from the drop-down list:

(NOTE: Leaving the Reference Filter blank is the equivalent of ‘ANY reference’.)
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If you wish, click within the Activity Code Filter box and select an Activity Code from the drop-down list:

If you wish to limit the quantity of calls, enter a figure in the Number Of Calls to Acquire field:

You may now click on the Acquire List button to proceed with loading the Call List to Power Dialer, or
alternatively continue to specify additional criteria which will refine the Call List further. You may include as
many or as few of the above criteria options as you wish. Fields left blank are effectively the equivalent of ‘any’.
In practice, if your call criteria are already set up, or if the nature of your calls remains the same at each session,
you would simply right-click on the icon in the system tray and select click on Acquire Call List from
GoldMine .
®

continued . . .
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The Loading Call List dialog box will display the ongoing process of call acquisition:

Once the calls have been loaded the Information dialog box displays the results as in the following example:

Note:
In addition to meeting the criteria you specify on the PD List Acquisition tab, when acquiring a Call List from
GoldMine Scheduled Calls, Power Dialer will only acquire calls which meet the following criteria:
®

1.

The call must be scheduled to take place prior to the current moment in time. (Unless you have also
checked Ignore Scheduled Time and/or Ignore Scheduled Date.) Calls scheduled for later than the
current time are obviously not due to take place yet, and will therefore not be acquired.

2.

The contact record must have a valid telephone number entry in the Phone 1 field. (Unless you have also
checked Load Alternative Phone Numbers if Blank or Acquire Phone Number from a Different
Field – see the section entitled ‘Acquiring Alternative Telephone Numbers’ for further details.)

3.

The contact record(s) must be held in the current contact set.

If fewer calls than anticipated are actually loaded it is usually because the ‘missing’ calls are ineligible to qualify
for the Call List due to one or more of the above reasons. See the ‘FAQs’ section for additional examples, and
also the sub-section ‘Resolving call acquisition issues’ in the section entitled ‘Acquiring the Call List’.
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Acquiring a Call List from a Filter or a Group
The alternative to using GoldMine scheduled calls for your campaign, is to use an active Filter or Group to
segment your database. This approach lacks all the benefits of having scheduled calls planned in advance, as
explained earlier, and has some possible disadvantages - as explained in the earlier section entitled Guidelines
for effective Power Dialing.
®

Although this is generally a less powerful and less organised method than using the scheduled calls option, it can
sometimes be effective in certain special circumstances. For example, if you have a requirement to call the same
specific clients on a regular basis to take repeat stock orders. (Since exactly the same style of call needs to take
place to the very same people over and over again, it would probably be considered unnecessary or inappropriate
to schedule these types of calls in advance.)
To set up Power Dialer calls to a specific segment of your database, proceed as follows:
1. Activate your chosen Filter or Group within GoldMine .
®

2. Select the PD List Acquisition tab.
3. Select Load List From Active Filter/Group.
Click within the Reference field to choose a subject for the call.

Select one of the existing References from the drop-down list (or type your own choice of text).
Assuming you have chosen to have a ‘Complete Outgoing Call’ dialog box appear at some point during the call,
this entry will appear in the Reference field, and also subsequently in the completed History entry of GoldMine
when the call has been concluded.

®

(The Number of Calls to Acquire option is not relevant here because there are no existing calls to be acquired.
In effect, you have determined to acquire contact records and their respective telephone numbers, rather than
acquiring Scheduled Calls.)
continued . . .
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The same principle applies to Activity Codes, which will appear on the Complete Call dialog box.
Click in the Activity Code field:

Select an Activity Code from the drop-down list (or type your own choice of text).
You may now click on the Acquire List button which will proceed with loading the Call List into Power Dialer.

In operational circumstances, most users will simply
right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system
tray and then select Acquire Call List From
GoldMine®
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Previewing the Call Queue
In the majority of situations, users will simply want to acquire calls and immediately proceed with making them.
However, should you wish to view the calls that Power Dialer is primed to make before commencing the powerdialing sequence, or perhaps while it is in progress, proceed as follows:
Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the
system tray:
From the context menu select Setup TL / PD for GoldMine .
®

Select the PD Call Queue tab. This window displays the queue of contacts ready to be called by Power Dialer.

The full listing of the calls can be displayed by using the vertical scroll bar.
Additional columns of information (further to the right) can be viewed by using the horizontal scroll bar or by extending the
entire window horizontally.
Further manipulation of the columns of data shown in the Call Queue window to suit your own preferences is explained in
the section entitled ‘Customizing your Call Queue display format’.

After assessing the results of your acquired calls you may decide to abandon the current Call Queue.
This is achieved by simply revising your acquisition criteria and then re-acquiring a fresh Call Queue.
Alternatively, you might simply wish to revise the starting position of the dialing sequence.
Details of this can be found in the section entitled ‘Revising the Call Queue Starting Point’.
In most cases it is not necessary (nor even customary) to have the PD Call Queue on screen while actually
Power Dialing – since the contact records appear on-screen anyway.
In the event of a problem with dialing - check that the number format shown in the Phone field on the PD Call
Queue tab is correct. This should appear exactly the same as it would if you needed to manually dial the number.
See the earlier section entitled ‘Formatting the Dialed Numbers’ for further information.
If satisfied with the results of the acquired Call Queue, you may proceed to start the Power Dialing sequence as
detailed in the next section.
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Commencing the Power-Dialing sequence
Once a Call List has been acquired, there are two locations from which the Power-Dialing sequence can be set
into motion In operational circumstances it is usual practice to right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

- and select Start Power Dialer For GoldMine
from the context menu:

®

Alternatively, if perhaps you are experimenting with various configuration settings you may also find it
convenient to use the Start Dialer button directly from the PD Dialing tab:

The Power Dialer icon in the system tray animates and tutns green to indicate that Power Dialer is active:
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Suspending the Power-Dialing sequence
There are two locations from which the power-dialing sequence can be halted.

In operational circumstances it is usual practice to
right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system
tray and to select Stop Power Dialer For
GoldMine from the context menu:
®

This action can be executed quite safely during a call. It will simply prevent the next call from being dialed.
Alternatively, if perhaps you are experimenting with various configuration settings you may also find it
convenient to use the Stop Dialer button directly from the PD Dialing tab:

Power Dialer will also stop automatically –
•

When the calls in the Call Queue are exhausted.

•

If using Auto Top-Up, when the Source Username (or the pool of calls as specified on the Advanced
tab) is exhausted.

In this event, the following dialog box will appear to advise the user accordingly:
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Acquiring alternative telephone numbers
By default Power Dialer is designed to use Phone1 to dial - but it can be configured to use alternative telephone
numbers.
For example, one or more contact records may not contain a telephone number in the Phone1 field, but may have
numbers in other fields. Or, you may prefer to dial your contact’s direct line which may be listed in the Phone 2
field rather than Phone1- as Phone1 may be the main switchboard number rather than a direct line to your
contact.
Note that this particular feature caters for situations where target telephone numbers may only be present in
certain fields. It is not designed to call multiple numbers for the same contact. (See the section entitled ‘Dialing
Various Numbers for the Same Contact’ for specific details in that regard.)
By default and with basic settings, Power Dialer only dials a valid number in the Phone1 field …….

(in earlier GoldMine versions)
®

….. UNLESS you have specified otherwise in the PD List Acquisition tab options below:

continued . . . .
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There are THREE options to choose from -

Option 1
To dial –
Phone1 and if blank then ….
Phone2 and if blank then ….
Phone3
Select the PD List Acquisition tab –

Check Acquire Alternative Phone Numbers if Phone1 Blank
Click on the Apply button.

continued . . .
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Option 2
To dial a telephone number from a specific field ONLY
Select the PD List Acquisition tab –

Check Acquire Phone Number from a Different Field
Enter the specific telephone number field in Field to Acquire Phone Number from.
(This may be Phone1, Phone2, Phone3 or a specific User-Defined field.)
DO NOT check the Acquire Alternative Phone Numbers if Phone1 Blank field.
Click on the Apply button.

In the example above, Power Dialer is configured to dial a telephone number from the fictional field ‘OTHER’.
If the field you designate is invalid or devoid of telephone numbers, the associated contact details will not be
acquired for dialing purposes.

continued . . .
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Option 3
To dial primarily from a chosen field, AND alternative numbers if that first choice is blank select the PD List Acquisition tab –

Check the Acquire Alternative Phone Numbers if Phone1 Blank field.
Check Acquire Phone Number from a Different Field
Enter the specific field in Field to Acquire Phone Number from.
(This may be Phone1, Phone2, Phone3 or another field, perhaps a special User-Defined field. NOTE : The
‘friendly’ name on the visible field label in GoldMine can often be quite different from the true and underlying
field name that is actually used by GoldMine – and which must be used for this purpose. If necessary, see your
GoldMine system administrator for further details. The field name ‘OTHER’ used above is fictitious.)
®

®

®

Click on the Apply button when your choices have been completed.

continued . . . .
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Using Option 3 will yield the following results - depending upon which telephone field you have chosen -

If using ‘OTHER’ as the specified field – (i.e. not Phone1, 2, or 3)
Power Dialer will attempt to dial the numbers in the following sequence The ‘Other’ field and if blank ….
Phone1 and if blank ….
Phone2

If using Phone2 as the specified field –
Power Dialer will attempt to dial the numbers in the following sequence –
Phone2 and if blank ….
Phone3 and if blank ….
Phone1

If using Phone3 as the specified field –
Power Dialer will attempt to dial the numbers in the following sequence –
Phone3 and if blank ….
Phone1 and if blank ….
Phone2
In simple terms, the number chosen for dialing commences at the specified field, and if blank or invalid the
search cycle continues through the remaining alternatives in a logical numerical sequence – and ultimately back
to the top again.
For example –

2

3

1

1

2

or
3
or
OTHER Specified Phone Field

1

2

Whichever setting you choose, if ultimately there is no valid telephone number found in any of the fields
specified, then the contact information is not loaded into the Call Queue. (This will be indicated when acquiring
your Call Queue as a ‘record skipped’.)
You may now click on the Acquire List button (or more usually Acquire Call List from GoldMine from the
system tray icon) to proceed with loading the Call Queue into Power Dialer.
Alternatively you may continue to specify additional criteria which will refine the Call Queue further still.
®
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Dialing various numbers for the same contact
For calls which are initially unsuccessful e.g. Busy, No Answer, or those which are responded to by Answering
Machines, Power Dialer can be configured to continue attempts to make contact by dialing alternative telephone
numbers.
To activate this feature proceed as follows:
Select the PD Dialing tab -

Check the Dial Alternate Numbers if Call is Unsuccessful option. Click on the Apply button.
The alternative telephone numbers are loaded into the Call Queue and ready to be used if needed:
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The calls are made in strict numerical order of rotation
The sequence of numbers dialed commences at either the specified or default field, and continues through the
remaining alternatives in numerical sequence – and ultimately back to the top again.
For example –
If the first number to be dialed is …..

If unsuccessful, the next numbers to be dialed will be …

Phone 1
Phone 2
Phone 3
Additional Contact
User Specified Phone Field

Phone 2
Phone 3
Phone 1
Phone 1
Phone 1

then Phone 3
then Phone 1
then Phone 2
then Phone 2
then Phone 2

Additional Contacts and User-Specified Phone Fields
If the original call is scheduled to an Additional Contact then dialing will commence at the number specifically
listed for that contact, and if that first call is unsuccessful - then the other available numbers will be dialed
according to the sequence above. The same principle applies in circumstances when the first number to be dialed
lies in a ‘user-specified telephone number field’.

Note that the maximum number of telephone numbers to which dialing attempts can be made is three.
(Therefore, if the first designated telephone number to be dialed is an Additional Contact or is in a user-specified
Phone Field, Phone 3 will not be dialed.)

Note:
Do not be misled by any apparent discrepancy between the number of calls you specified to acquire and the final
number of calls made. If you are using the Number of Calls to Acquire option (on the PD List Acquisition tab)
– the actual number of calls ultimately dialed can be higher than this figure, because additional calls are likely to
be made to the same contact.
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Priority Code filtering
As an alternative to setting a specific time of day to scheduled calls, GoldMine has the ability to set Priority
Codes. This is a further method of distinguishing between scheduled calls to ensure that they receive the
appropriate level of attention. You can use these codes to advantage through the Power Dialer acquisition criteria.
To set priority codes to calls within GoldMine proceed as follows:
Within the Schedule a Call dialog box, select the Time field but instead of entering a time, type in three
characters of your choice, for example A01
®

®

Note that now the ‘Time’ label shown above has altered to read ‘Priority’.
Continue to schedule calls to multiple contacts in the usual manner, by completing the Filter/Group tab in earlier
versions of GoldMine or using the Select Contacts button in later versions, shown circled above.
All the calls scheduled to the contact records contained in the Filter/Group tab will have a corresponding entry on
the Pending tab of each individual record, showing the Priority Code rather than the Time, as follows:
®
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The Priority Code assigned to this type of call can be specified within Power Dialer as a further criterion for
acquiring calls as follows:
On the PD List Acquisition tab, select the Priority Code Filter field and enter the specific Priority Code
assigned to the calls you wish to acquire:

For convenience, you may now click on the Acquire List button (but in operational use it is more practical to use
the Acquire Call List from GoldMine from the system tray icon) to proceed with loading the Call Queue into
Power Dialer. Alternatively you can continue to specify additional criteria which will refine the Call Queue
further still.
®

(Note that you cannot choose both of the options Ignore Scheduled Time AND Priority Code Filter - because
these options are mutually exclusive.)
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Acquiring calls from other users
You may wish to load another GoldMine users Call List for any number of reasons, including the following ®

•
•
•

If your own Scheduled Call List in GoldMine is empty.
If you need to change the type of campaign upon which you are working.
If calls with a higher priority than your own are waiting and unattended in another users Call List.
®

To acquire the calls from another user proceed as follows:
On the PD List Acquisition tab, select Acquire Another Users Call List:

.
Click in the User Call List to Load field. This will display a list of GoldMine users:
Select the user from whom you wish to acquire calls.
®

(Any calls that you do not complete will remain assigned to the original user to whom they were scheduled.)
You may now click on the Acquire List button (or more usually Acquire Call List from GoldMine from the
system tray icon) to proceed with loading the Call List into Power Dialer.
Alternatively, you may continue to specify additional criteria which will continue to refine the Call List further.
®

NOTE:
Do NOT enable or use this feature if you propose to use the Auto Top-Up option (on the Advanced tab).
These are two separate and distinct functions and each user should only deploy one of them, not both
simultaneously. The name by which you identify your pool of calls should not be used in the Acquire Another
Users Call List field.
This option is designed specifically for, and only for one single user to deal temporarily with another users’ calls.
If you were to replicate this setting at any other PCs you would find that users were all acquiring the same calls.
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Overriding the planned date and time of calls
The underlying principle of scheduled calls in GoldMine is that in normal circumstances they are NOT due to be
called until or after the exact time and date specified on the individual call details.
®

So by deliberate design, if the time of day when acquiring a call list is for example 11.00a.m. – then a call
scheduled for 11.05 am does not qualify for, and will not become part of the Call Queue.
Similarly, calls that are scheduled for specific times later that same day, or even later still, will NOT become part
of the Call Queue.
If you wish to override these basic principles, the following options are available:

Choose to acquire calls which are scheduled for later in the day.

Choose to acquire calls which are scheduled for future dates.

You may now click on the Acquire List button to proceed with loading the Call Queue into Power Dialer.
(In operational circumstances it is more convenient to select Acquire Call List from GoldMine from the system
tray icon)
Alternatively, you may continue to specify additional criteria which will continue to refine the Call Queue further
still.
®
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Acquiring only calls that are scheduled for today
Checking this option will acquire only calls which are scheduled specifically for the current day.

and NOT any calls which
A. were scheduled to be made yesterday or before
B. are scheduled to be made tomorrow or later
But bear in mind that simply specifying Todays Calls Only may not entirely meet your expectations.
Todays Calls Only means precisely only those calls amongst the current days calls that are due to be dialed.
Therefore, calls that have not yet reached their due scheduled time of day will still NOT be acquired by Power
Dialer because they do not qualify. ( i.e. unless Ignore Scheduled Time is also checked, they do not meet the
specified criteria.)

continued . . .
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Since the Todays Calls Only option will still only acquire calls scheduled up to the current time today, you may
also wish to choose the option to acquire calls which are scheduled for later today.
(e.g. if the current time is 10.00 am, then NO calls scheduled for 10.05am or any time later than that would be
acquired UNLESS you also choose Ignore Scheduled Time.)

In addition to calls that are already due, this option will also acquire calls that are scheduled for later today.
You may now click on the Acquire List button (or in operational circumstances usually the option Acquire Call
List from GoldMine from the system tray icon) to proceed with loading the Call List into Power Dialer.
®

Alternatively, you may continue to specify additional criteria which will continue to refine the Call List further
still.
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Speed Buttons – Introduction
Whether each call is considered successful or otherwise, the rapid completion and efficient annotation of the
outcome of the call in GoldMine is important - since the quicker this is completed, the sooner the next call is
underway.
®

The programmable Speed Button feature saves time, minimizes keystrokes, and reduces user-errors by
automatically populating Result Codes, Activity Codes & References and rapidly completing and closing the Call
Completion dialog box.
In addition, the Speed Buttons can be programmed to schedule follow up calls or other activities for a specific
point in the future, to any specified user, and with pre-determined References and Activity Codes.
Speed Buttons are enabled on the standard incoming and outgoing Call Completion dialog boxes aa follows Select the Dialog Boxes tab and check the option Show Complete Call Speed Buttons

and then click on the Display Comp button. (Display Call Completion dialog box) A row of blank Speed Buttons will appear along the lower section of the Call Completion dialog box as follows -

continued . . . .
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These buttons can be programmed to automate a wide range of activities.
Once the programming is completed, the interface might appear similar to the following example

The codes shown on the buttons are simply examples and the actual choice is entirely your own.
(The example shows an outgoing call dialog box. However, the same principle applies to both incoming and
outgoing call completion boxes, and this feature, once implemented, will be evident on both.)
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Clicking on one of the Speed Buttons will instantly complete and close the dialog box.
The GoldMine History tab will be populated with the completed call entry - including your pre-programmed
Activity Code, Result Code and Reference (or the originals, depending on your choice).
®

For example, clicking on the WR# button indicated in the example above would complete and close the dialog
box and also create a History item as follows:

Additional options are available to enable automatic scheduling of follow-up calls or other activities to be
generated. These can be scheduled for the same user (or other users) and to occur at specific future intervals with your choice of Activity Codes and References.
If the optional follow up scheduling has been programmed, a pending call or other type of activity will also be
automatically generated, as in the following example -

The Speed Button facility also dispenses with the need to use the OK button to complete and dismiss the Call
Completion dialog boxes.
The next section details how to configure the Speed Buttons.
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Speed Buttons – programming your requirements
The Speed Buttons can be configured to rapidly complete and automate a number of time-consuming and
repetitive tasks. The extent of automation available can be visualised as falling broadly into three main levels.
You might perhaps consider the three categories as –
Minimum automation, Medium automation, Maximum automation.
In fact, the second and third levels simply add further automated tasks to those of the preceding level, as
indicated in the chart below.
So, each button can be assigned any one of those three main levels of automation, however each of the individual
processes within any main level is also optional.
The capabilities within each level are listed below.
The optional processes are indicated with the symbol ►

WITHOUT
any follow up activity

SEMI-AUTOMATED
follow up activity

FULLY-AUTOMATED
follow up activity

►Assigns an Activity Code

►Assigns an Activity Code

►Assigns an Activity Code

in History
►Assigns a Result Code in
History
►Assigns a Reference in
History
►Automatically closes the
Call Completion dialog box.
►Proceeds to make the
next call.

in History
►Assigns a Result Code in
History
►Assigns a Reference in
History
►Automatically closes the
Call Completion dialog box.
►Proceeds to make the
next call.

in History
►Assigns a Result Code in
History
►Assigns a Reference in
History
►Automatically closes the
Call Completion dialog box.
►Proceeds to make the
next call.

AND ALSO ……

AND ALSO ……

►Generates a follow up

►Automatically schedules

activity but permits manual
intervention for annotation
etc. at the point of rescheduling.

a follow up call/activity to
another user (or the same
user).
►Automatically schedules
the follow up call/activity to
any point in the future.
►Automatically schedules
the follow up call/activity
with a pre-determined
Reference.
►Automatically schedules
the follow up call/activity
with a pre-determined
Activity Code.

►May also populate or update
designated GoldMine fields –
if this has been implemented via
the Managers Console
®

►May also populate or update
designated GoldMine fields –
if this has been implemented via
the Managers Console
®

Each of the three levels summarised above, and how to configure them, is detailed in the following sections:
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WITHOUT any follow up activity
This option will complete a History item in GoldMine with the Result Code which appears on the Speed Button*
and (optionally) a pre-determined Reference and Activity Code.
®

To access the buttons for programming - click on the Display Comp button on the Dialog Boxes tab mentioned
earlier, or alternatively Right-click the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

Select Display from the context menu:

From the sub-menu, select Display Complete Call Dialog Box:

* Although it is customary for the Speed Button to bear the actual ‘Result Code’, the label can be altered to
display a more memorable or ‘user-friendly’ title if necessary. Contact Papillon Technology for further details.

continued . . .
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A representation of the Complete Call dialog box appears.

Right-click on any button to commence programming.
(The same interface will program both incoming and outgoing calls dialog boxes.)
From the context menu that appears – select whichever button you wish to program:

If you wish to automatically populate the GoldMine History with an Activity Code, enter your chosen Activity
Code and click on OK.
(If you click on the OK button without entering any text – the original Activity Code will remain unchanged.)
®
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If you wish to automatically populate a Reference - enter your chosen Reference and click on OK.
(If you click on the OK button without entering any text – the original Reference for the call will remain
unchanged.)
This will raise the next dialog box for the Result Code entry:

Enter your chosen Result Code.
(For example, the code LIT as above could signify that literature needs to be sent.)
Click on OK.
The next dialog box invites you to choose whether you also wish to have a follow up call/activity scheduled when
this particular Speed Button is clicked.

Click No.

(If, however, you clicked Yes you will have escalated the extent of the automation up to the next level – as
detailed in the next section entitled SEMI-AUTOMATED follow up activity.)

continued . . .
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This completes the programming of the chosen Speed Button as in the following example-

To program the other Speed Buttons with this preliminary level of automation - right-click on any Speed Button
and proceed as before.

SEMI-AUTOMATED follow up activity
This option will complete a History item in GoldMine with the Result Code which appears on the Speed Button
and (optionally) a pre-determined Activity Code and Reference. In addition, as the Speed Button is clicked it will
automatically launch a follow up dialog box. i.e. in contrast to the ‘fully automated’ re-scheduling process, this
option permits manual intervention by the user for annotations etc. at the time of scheduling that follow up
call/activity.
®

To access the buttons for programming - click on the Display Comp button on the Dialog Boxes tab mentioned
earlier, or alternatively:
Right-click the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

continued . . . .
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Select Display from the context menu:

From the nested sub-menu, select Display Complete Call Dialog Box:
A representation of the Complete Call dialog box appears

Right-click on any button to commence programming.
(The same interface will program both Incoming and Outgoing calls dialog boxes.)
continued . . .
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From the context menu that appears – select whichever button you wish to program:

If you wish to automatically populate the GoldMine6 History with an Activity Code - enter your chosen Activity
Code and click on OK.
(If you click on the OK button without entering any text – the original Activity Code will remain unchanged.)

If you wish to automatically populate a Reference - enter your chosen Reference then click on OK.
(If you click on the OK button without entering any text – the original Reference for the call will be retained.)
This will raise the next dialog box for the Result Code entry:

Enter your chosen Result Code.
(For example, the code LIT as above could signify that literature needs to be sent.) Click on OK.
continued . . .
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The next dialog box invites you to choose whether you also wish to have a follow up call/activity scheduled when
this particular Speed Button is clicked.

Click Yes.
(If, however, you clicked No you will have reduced the extent of the automation process to that of the previously
described level – as detailed in the section entitled WITHOUT any follow up activity.)
If you chose Yes to scheduling a follow up call/activity, you will then be asked to choose if you wish the activity
to be scheduled automatically:

Select No.

This completes the programming of the chosen Speed Button as in the following example-

continued . . . .
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From the end-users perspective, when the LIT Button is clicked, a further scheduling box will appear and allow
the user to manually configure the settings for a follow up call or other type of scheduled activity.

To program the other Speed Buttons with this second level of automation - right-click on any Speed Button and
proceed as before.
To escalate the level of automation - proceed to the next page
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FULLY-AUTOMATED follow up activity
This option will complete a History item in GoldMine with the Result Code which appears on the Speed Button*
and (optionally) a pre-determined Reference and Activity Code.
In addition, it can also automatically schedule a follow up –
®

-

with a pre-determined activity type of your choice
to another user (or the same user)
to another point in the future
and to include a pre-determined Reference and/or Activity Code of your choice.

* Although it is customary for the Speed Button to bear the actual ‘Result Code’, the label can be altered to
display a more memorable or ‘user-friendly’ title if necessary. Contact Papillon Technology for further details.
To access the buttons for programming - click on the Display Comp button on the Dialog Boxes tab mentioned
earlier, or alternatively:

Right-click the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

Select Display from the context menu:

From the nested sub-menu, select Display Complete Call Dialog Box:

continued . . .
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A representation of the Complete Call dialog box appears.
(The same interface will program both incoming and outgoing call dialog boxes.)

Right-click on any button to commence programming.

From the context menu that appears – select whichever button you wish to program:

continued . . .
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If you wish to automatically populate the GoldMine History with an Activity Code - enter your chosen Activity
Code and click on OK.
(If you click on the OK button without entering any text – the original Activity Code will remain unchanged.)
®

If you wish to automatically populate a Reference as well as a Result Code - enter the chosen Reference.
(If you click on the OK button without entering any text – the original Reference for the call will remain
unchanged.)
This will raise the next dialog box for the Result Code entry:

Enter the chosen Result Code.
(For example, the code VOR as above could signify a verbal order for products/services.)
Click on OK.

continued . . .
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The next dialog box invites you to choose whether you also wish to have a follow up activity scheduled when this
particular Speed Button is clicked.

Click Yes.
(If, however, you clicked No you will have reduced the automation to the first level – as detailed in the section
entitled WITHOUT any follow up activity.)
If you chose Yes to scheduling a follow up call, you will then be asked to choose if you wish the activity to be
scheduled automatically:

Select Yes.
(If, however, you clicked No you will have restricted the extent of automation to that of the preceding level – as
detailed in the option SEMI-AUTOMATED follow up activity.)

The Activity Type dialog box will appear:

Enter the desired Activity Type C = Call N = Next Action A = Appointment O = Other Action
Click on OK.

continued . . .
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The Time/Offset dialog box will appear:

Time/Offset
Depending on the result of certain calls, you may wish to configure Power Dialer to schedule a particular follow
up activity to occur – either after a specific period of time has elapsed, or alternatively at a specific time of day.
(Calls to busy numbers, calls which are unanswered, and calls to answering machines/voicemail are dealt with
separately in the section entitled Automatic re-scheduling of unproductive calls – i.e. via options on the PD Auto
Completion tab.)
This option sets the amount of lead time between the completion of this particular call, and the time scheduled for
the desired follow up activity.
The specific time of day, (or alternatively the interim period that you wish to elapse before the next activity is
due) should be entered, choosing one of the following formats:
ABSOLUTE TIME
hh:mm. (e.g. 13:30 would signify a scheduled call at half past one.)
In addition you can use the following format:
09:30 +1
which signifies 9.30 am tomorrow. (i.e. 9.30 plus 1 day forward)
Use the 24 hour time format and add the number of days henceforward after the + symbol.
or alternatively RELATIVE TIME
any value from 1 up to 144 [where each unit equals a period of 10 minutes]
(e.g. an entry of 36 would signify a re-scheduled call in 6 hours time.)
For example, an afternoon call completed at 4.00 pm could have an associated activity scheduled for the
following morning at 10.00am. In this case you could enter either 10:00 or 108 in the respective field above. [If
using relative time, a simple rule of thumb would be to remember that 144 is the equivalent of one full day (24
hours) ahead.]
Click OK to continue to the User dialog box:
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Enter the username of the person you wish to have deal with the follow up call or activity. (For example, this
could be the individual who sends literature, books appointments, or collects payments arising from this call.)
Leave the entry blank if you prefer the call/activity to be re-scheduled to yourself.
Click on OK.
The Activity Code dialog box will appear:

Enter the Activity Code for the follow up call/activity.
Leave the entry blank if you wish to retain the existing Activity Code.
Click on OK.
The Schedule Ref dialog box will appear:

Enter the Reference for the follow up call/activity.
Leave the entry blank if you wish to use the existing Reference.
Click on OK.

This completes the programming of the chosen Speed Button as in the following example-

continued . . .
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To follow through on the above example, from the perspective of the agent taking a verbal order by telephone,
(based on the previously determined settings in the Managers Console), simply clicking on the VOR button will
automatically Complete and close the dialog box
Create a GoldMine History item relating to the event.
Populate the Reference field in the History with the entry ‘Verbal Order’.
Populate the Result Code field in the History with the entry VOR.
Populate the Activity Code field in the History with the entry CAL
Make the next call in the Call List
(assuming that the agents dial settings are appropriate.)
Schedule a follow up activity (a telephone call in this particular case) - to different user named SUZY,
- with a Reference of ‘Process payment’
- and an Activity Code of PRP,
- scheduled for thirty minutes later.

continued . . .
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To program any of the other Speed Buttons with this level of automation - right-click on any Speed Button and
proceed as before.

A Call Completion dialog box with all buttons programmed might appear as in the example below:

Alternatively, the entire Speed Button setup and configuration can be implemented remotely, and customised for
any specific users or broadcast uniformly for all users, via the Managers Console.
Further details of the Managers Console can be found at the following location –
http://www.papillontechnology.co.uk/ManCons.htm or contact your reseller or Papillon Technology for more
details.
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Revising / Reprogramming the Speed Buttons
Any of the individual programmed elements within each Speed Button can be altered independently, without
disturbing any other associated settings in the sequence. To do so, proceed as follows:
Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray and select Display Complete Call Dialog Box –

Right-click on any Speed Button then select the particular button which has specific elements you wish to alter.
Cycle through the sequence, by-passing any of the dialog boxes which have data that you wish to retain.
Only the parameters where you make a specific alteration or deletion (and then click on the OK button) will be
affected – all other existing settings will be retained. Therefore you may alter any individual parameter
completely independently of all the other settings.
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Hiding or Removing a Speed Button
Any of the individual Speed Buttons may be removed or hidden from the interface as follows:
Right-click on the
Power Dialer icon in
the system tray.
Select Display and
then Display Complete
Call Dialog Box from
the sub-menu.

Right-click on any
Speed Button, then
select the specific
button which you
wish to remove.
Click Cancel on the
first two dialog
boxes that appear.
On the third dialog
box relating to the
Result Code –
delete any existing
entry and then click
OK

The Confirm dialog box will appear.
Click Yes to remove the relevant button.
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Speed Buttons - for faxes and message systems
If your calls frequently encounter responses from Fax Machines, Answering Machines, and Voicemail,
implementing specific Speed Buttons to deal with those particular outcomes will enable rapid and effective
completion of these calls and also maintain an accurate GoldMine record.
®

To configure Speed Buttons to deal with responses from Fax Machines, Answering Machines, and Voicemail
proceed as follows:
Select the PD Auto Completion tab:

Check the option to Show Speed Button for Fax Machine
Check the option to Show Speed Button for Answering Machines / VM

continued . . . .
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Click in the Result Code for Fax Machine field and select an appropriate three character code or simply type in
your requirements.

Click in the Result Code for Answering / VM field and select an appropriate three character code or type in
your requirements.

continued . . .
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Click on the Apply button.
Right-click the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

Select Display from the context menu:

From the sub-menu, select Display Complete Call Dialog Box.
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Additional Speed Buttons are created on the Call Completion box as follows:

Speed Button for Fax Machines.

Speed Button for Answering Machines and VoiceMail.

A single click on the relevant Speed button produces the following results:
The GoldMine History tab will be populated with the appropriate Result Codes (pre-determined on the
PD Auto Completion tab).
®

The Call Completion dialog box is automatically completed and dismissed.
AND in addition, clicking on these buttons can also automatically –
- reschedule a follow-up call to the same (or another) user,
- with a specific Reference,
- with specific Activity Code,
This additional level of automation is described in the following section ‘Automatic Rescheduling of
unproductive calls’.
AND if required, a numerically incremented element within the Reference and Activity Code.
This additional level of automation is described in the Advanced Automation section entitled
‘Automatically incrementing References and Activity Codes’.
AND if required, with the lapse of a specific absolute or relative time interval. This additional level of
automation is described in the Advanced Automation section entitled ‘Setting specific intervals for
follow-ups’
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Automatic re-scheduling of unproductive calls
Almost inevitably, a certain proportion of outbound calls will not initially produce the desired results. Certain
calls will result in outcomes such as:
* Calls to busy numbers
* Calls which are unanswered
* Calls to answering machines/voicemail (assuming no message is left)
However, these types of calls may still prove to be fruitful if called again at a later time or date.
Power Dialer can automatically re-schedule calls having any of the above results, and it can also re-allocate them
to another user if required.
To implement this feature proceed as follows:
Select the PD Auto Completion tab:

Select Re-schedule Busy, NA and AM Calls.
(i.e. Engaged, No Answer, Answering Machine/Voicemail calls)

continued . . .
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Click on the Username field:

Select the user to whom you wish the calls to be re-scheduled.
Click on the Reference field:

Select the Reference from the drop-down list (or simply type an entry) for the re-scheduled call.

continued . . .
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Click on the Activity Code for Re-scheduled Calls field:

Select the required Activity Code from the drop-down list. (or just type an entry of your choice)

Click on the Apply button.
Completed calls with results of No Answer, Busy, or Answering Machine/Voicemail will have follow-up calls
automatically scheduled to the chosen user with the designated Reference and Activity Code.
(In the event of a change of plans or if for some reason an entirely different user needs to deal with these rescheduled calls, they could simply choose the option ‘Acquire Another Users Call List’ on the PD List
Acquisition tab,)
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Speed Buttons – for Auto Attendants
The response to certain outbound calls may be from an IVR system (Integrated Voice Response) or Auto
Attendant, where an automated announcement requests that additional digits need to be dialed in order to connect
you with one of various destination options. (For example, a recorded voice might announce “Press 1 for
Accounts, Press 2 for Sales..…” etc.)
Power Dialer can be programmed to transmit the required numerical response via the DTMF (Dual Tone Multi
Frequency) speed button when the Outgoing Call Completion dialog box is used.
The number(s) to be transmitted should be entered in the Phone1 Ext: field(s) in the relevant contact records as
follows:

To implement this feature proceed as follows:
Select the Dialog Boxes tab:

Check the Show Post Dial DTMF Button field as above.
Click on the Apply button and then the Done button.

continued . . . .
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The Call Completion dialog boxes will now include the additional DTMF button:

Click on the DTMF button indicated above.
(This example also includes the optional programmable Speed Buttons.)
This will summon the following DTMF Digits to Send window:

(By default, the pre-populated digits shown will be those from the Phone1 Ext: field.)
Click on OK to transmit the digits from the Ext: field when instructed to do so by the announcement.
Alternatively, type in any other required digit(s) and then click OK.
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Updating GoldMine Fields Automatically
®

THIS ‘FIELD UPDATE’ FEATURE IS NOT AVAILABLE VIA THE AGENTS’ OWN LOCAL INTERFACE.
IT CAN ONLY BE IMPLEMENTED VIA THE MANAGERS CONSOLE *
In addition to the usual call completion and re-scheduling functionality of the Speed Buttons, each Speed Button
may also be programmed to automatically populate or update up to 2 different fields in GoldMine .
The designated GoldMine fields will be populated with whatever data has been specified on the Speed Buttons
tab from within the Managers Console.
®

®

Button 1

Button 10

For example, when clicking upon a particular Speed Button, in addition to whatever else may have been preprogrammed, specific GoldMine fields can be populated or updated as shown in the example below where a
prospect becomes a customer and is automatically assigned an account manager –
®

BEFORE

AFTER

The above illustrations are purely simple examples. The buttons, labels, data to be entered, and the chosen fields
to be populated or altered can be configured to suit your own requirements.
* Further details of the Managers Console are available at the following location- http://www.papillontechnology.co.uk/ManCons.htm
Alternatively, contact either your GoldMine Reseller or Papillon Technology by telephone on 01992 560487 (+44 1992 560487) from the US
on +1 (408) 960 1032 or email to sales@papillontechnology.com
®
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Reviewing the Call Completion box settings
To view a sample of the features that you have currently configured to appear within the Call Completion dialog
box proceed as follows:
Right-click the Power Dialer icon in the system tray and select Display from the context menu:

From the sub-menu, select Display Complete Call Dialog Box:
This will summon the following sample Complete an Incoming Call window:

The Date and Time entries
are generated automatically.

The call Duration is also
automatically incremented.

While this may appear to be an enhanced version of the standard GoldMine dialog box it is, in fact, generated entirely by the Power Dialer
engine.
®
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(In this example the title bar indicates ‘Incoming Call’ – however, all of the interactive elements are common to
both incoming and outgoing call dialog boxes.)
The lists of Activity and Result Codes are drawn directly from GoldMine®.

Click the Activity Code, or Result Code fields to select from a drop-down list of existing GoldMine codes.
®
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The Reference field has an auto-complete functionality. Manually typing an entry automatically populates the
field with the nearest matching reference in the drop-down list.

Whilst calls are in progress, if you have selected the “OK/Cancel Buttons Hang Up The Call” checkbox
on the PD Dialog Boxes tab, clicking on either the OK or the Cancel button will terminate the existing
call and then proceed immediately to the next call on the list.

Since this is only a sample representation you may click either on OK or Cancel in order to dismiss the dialog
box. Alternatively, you may proceed to configure or modify the interface options as detailed in the preceding
‘Programmable Speed Buttons’ sections.
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Auto Top-Up
As an agent proceeds through a call list and it gradually diminishes, Power Dialer can be configured to replenish
it with a pre-determined number of calls when they reach a certain ‘low threshold.’
Calls are commonly scheduled on a regular basis to a central pool, or alternatively directly to specific users. Also,
new follow-up calls are usually being created continuously as a result of current calls being completed. Therefore
suitable calls which could have been acquired by an agent may sometimes only become available after the agent
has already acquired their Call Queue. The Auto Top-Up feature means that fresh calls can be regularly
presented to the agent, so minimising interruption to their call momentum.
Auto Top-Up calls can be ‘re-allocated’ from another specific user, or as is more commonplace, they can be reassigned from a general pool of calls prepared for that specific purpose.
(For example, it is a common practice to schedule all calls, whatever the nature of the campaign, to a ‘virtual’
user created in GoldMine solely for this purpose. Every agents’ calls are then drawn down from this central pool
or ‘master’ list, and are also replenished from the same source – but only the calls that meet the criteria specified
on each individuals agents PD List Acquisition tab. More information on this topic can be found in the section
entitled Acquiring the Call List.)
®

NOTE:
Do NOT use this feature simultaneously with the ‘Acquire Another Users Call List’ option (on the PD List
Acquisition tab). That feature is not designed for use with calls from a ‘pool’ or with the Auto Top-Up
feature. Disable that option if you intend to use the Auto Top-Up feature.
To implement the Auto Top-Up feature proceed as follows:
Select the Advanced tab and then select Auto Top-Up to Call List:

continued . . . .
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Click in the Source Username field and select the name of central pool of calls (or the relevant party) from the
drop-down list:. This is however, most usually the main ‘pool’ of calls, with a dummy username

Set the Minimum Threshold of calls at which point the agents Call Queue should be topped-up:

In the Number of Calls to Top-Up field - set the number of calls which will be drawn from the designated
source if the minimum threshold figure is reached. Click on the Apply button to save your changes.
continued . . . .
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Click on the Auto Top-Up button.
When the Auto Top-Up feature is enabled, in normal operational circumstances the Auto Top-Up command is
more usually executed by right-clicking on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

- and selecting Auto Top-Up to Call List from the context menu:

If and when the Source Username (or pool) is exhausted of calls matching the specified criteria then the
following message will appear . . . .
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NOTE:
By default it is necessary to click on the Auto Top-Up button (or more usually in operational circumstances the
context menu command from the icon) in order for this feature to function.
Alternatively, if you wish this process to occur entirely automatically (i.e. without clicking on the Auto Top-Up
option) it is necessary to check the option Re-Acquire List and Start Dialer at End of Queue on the PD
Dialing tab as indicated below -

This will enable Power Dialer to run continuously rather than halting at the completion of each individual Call
Queue, and thus automatically replenish the agents’ calls.
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Reverse Top-Up
In some circumstances you may find ‘leftover’ calls that have not been completed and which remain unattended
in user Call Queues - whereas they could have been properly actioned and completed by other users.
If you wish to automatically return calls that are not completed back to the original source or ‘pool’ when the
users session is terminated, so that the calls are available to all potential users once again – proceed as follows:
Select the Advanced tab:

Check the Reverse Top-Up on Exit option.
Click on the Apply button.
When Power Dialer is exited, or when the user logs off from, shuts down or restarts the machine, the relevant
calls in their Call List which match the criteria on their PD List Acquisition tab will be removed and returned to
the source or ‘pool’.

Manually initiating Reverse Top-up
To remove calls from the agent’s Call List and return the calls to the source or ‘pool’ on an ad hoc basis (rather
than automatically upon exit), simply click on the Rev Top-up button.
(Note that you if you wish to Reverse Top-up solely on a manual basis you must uncheck the Reverse Top-up
on Exit field and click on the Apply button.)
Bear in mind that Reverse Top-up is a powerful feature. It will remove ALL calls from the user which meet the
specific criteria on the PD List Acquisition tab. So in principle it is capable of clawing back more calls than
were originally supplied by Auto Top-Up. (For example, other calls that were assigned to the agent manually or
perhaps by Call ReAllocator.) In other words, any calls that match the criteria will be sent back to the Source
Username – regardless of whether they were originally supplied by Auto Top-Up.
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Automatically incrementing References and Activity Codes
Some call campaigns may require repeated calls to be made certain numbers because the initial results were
‘unproductive’. i.e. the initial calls may have resulted in responses such as ‘busy’, no answer, or
voicemail/answering machines.
In order to track the time and resources expended on such calls it is common practice to sequentially number each
of the calls specific Activity Codes, and/or References. Using this method not only provides more comprehensive
and precise reporting but also enables an ‘at a glance’ view of the calling patterns and current progress of the
campaign. For example, the agent could determine from the completed call patterns on the History tab what, if
any, further activity should be scheduled – or if perhaps other action should be taken such as abandoning further
attempts, researching alternative numbers, deleting the contact record etc.
An example of sequentially numbered codes and references might be as follows:
Activity Code

Definition

CC1
CC2
CC3

The first cold call attempted
The second cold call attempted
………. and so on.

Reference

Definition

Cold Call #1
Cold Call #2
Cold Call #3

The first cold call attempted
The second cold call attempted
…….. and so on.

When scheduling a subsequent follow up call for any call that was initially ‘unproductive’, Power Dialer can
automatically increment the numerical element of the Activity Code and/or the Reference for that follow up call.
To implement this option select the PD Auto Completion tab and select Auto-Increment Activity Code for Rescheduled Calls.

continued . . .
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If the initial call is re-scheduled, and the Activity Code for that call contains a numerical element, such as ‘CC2’
in this example, the follow up call will then be automatically assigned the Activity Code ‘CC3’ as in the
following example:

Activity Codes for re-scheduled calls will continue to increment whenever these conditions occur, or until such
time as this option is de-selected.
Similarly, Power Dialer can automatically increment the numerical element of the Reference (if any) for the
follow up call(s).

Select Auto-Increment Reference for Re-scheduled Calls.

continued . . . .
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If the call is re-scheduled, and the Reference for that call contains a numerical element such as ‘Cold Call 2’,
the follow up call will then be automatically assigned the Reference ‘Cold Call 3’ as in the following example:

References for re-scheduled calls will continue to increment whenever these conditions occur, or until such time
as this option is disabled.
Bear in mind that Activity Code in the specific fictional example above, due to its three character limit, could
only accurately record up to the digit 9.
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Setting specific intervals for follow ups
Where initial calls have produced ‘unproductive’ results such as * Calls to busy numbers
* Calls which are unanswered
* Calls to answering machines/voicemail
- you can configure Power Dialer to schedule follow up calls to be made at a different time of day - in an attempt
to avoid similarly unsuccessful responses on the next call.
To do so, proceed as follows:
Select the PD Auto Completion tab:

For any of the 3 possible outcomes, you may enter either the relative or the absolute time for the rescheduled call
to occur. (i.e. either the exact time of day or alternatively a specific time interval that you want to elapse before
the next call is due to be made.)
The format for the entries is either:
Absolute Time
hh:mm. (e.g. 13:30 would signify a re-scheduled call at half past one.)
or
Relative Time
A value from 1 upwards [where each unit equals a period of 10 minutes, and 144 would be 24 hours]
(e.g. an entry of 36 would signify a re-scheduled call in 6 hours time, and 432 would signify 3 days time.)
For example, an afternoon call made at 4.00 pm to a number which is busy, unanswered or responded to by
voicemail or an answering machine, could be re-scheduled for the following morning at 10.00am. In this case
you could enter either 10:00 or 108 in the respective fields above.
[If using relative time, a simple rule of thumb would be to remember that 144 is the equivalent of one full day
(24hours) ahead.]
Alternatively, you can use the following format: 09:30 +1 which signifies 9.30 am tomorrow. (i.e. 9.30 plus 1
day forward)
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Running Power Dialer with GoldMine scripts
®

Using GoldMines branching scripts, a user can gather information quickly and effectively by working through a
series of interactive questions. Branching scripts organize questions in a flowchart-style of format. Power Dialer
can harness GoldMines scripting facility – presenting the chosen script during the calling sequence and posting
the captured data, the notes, and the history of the ‘question and answer dialog’ for each completed call.
®

®

Select the PD Dialog Boxes tab and un-check Present Complete Outgoing Call Dialog Box:

Check Present GoldMine Telemarketing Scripts.
®

Click in the Script field and a drop-down list will appear. Select your chosen prepared script.
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To preview the script click on the Display Script button.
However, in operational circumstances it is more convenient to simply right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the
system tray:

From the context menu select
Display >

Then > Display PD
Telemarketing Script

This will enable you to preview your chosen Telemarketing Script, as in the following example . . . . . :
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During a power-dialing session, select the appropriate response from the called party and click on the Next
button to move on to the next scripted question.
Continue through the script, completing References, Result Codes, and scheduling Follow Ups as required.
Click on the OK button to complete and close the Telemarketing Script dialog box.
This will create appropriate entries in the GoldMine History showing the responses recorded from the call
recipient as in the following examples, (along with any follow up activities scheduled on the Pending tab):
®

An example of the GoldMine History entry:
®

continued . . . .
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. . . . and the corresponding History Preview pane, revealing the details of each of the responses to the branching
script questions:

(To add the Speed Buttons indicated above to the script dialog box - see the main section entitled ‘Programmable
Speed Buttons’.)
continued . . .
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Further scripting options are available via the right-click context menu:

Enter any notes as required.

Click outside of the text field or alternatively right-click and select Close to exit the notes.
continued . . .
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You may also review and edit any previous dialogue as follows:

Edit and amend any previous entries as desired.

Click outside of the text field or alternatively right-click and select Close to exit the dialog review.
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Revising the Call Queue starting point
(Note – it is neither necessary, nor customary to have this dialog box displayed on screen while power dialing is
in progress.)
You may commence or resume the power-dialing call sequence from any point in the Call Queue.
By default, the Call Queue will start from the position indicated by the black arrow:

To alter the starting point and select which particular contact is called first, click on the button to the left of the
desired contact. The arrow location will move to indicate the revised position in the Call Queue from which
calls will commence.
Bear in mind that Power Dialer has now been set to sequence through the calls in the Call Queue from the
revised starting point – and from there onwards to the end of the Call Queue. The contacts listed previously, (i.e.
above the new starting point) will not be called during the current session.
If you choose subsequently to make calls to those contacts listed above the indicated starting point, you will need
to start a new session with Power Dialer - this will then initiate calls from the default starting point at the top of
the Call Queue.
(This however, is subject to your chosen option in the Call Queue Start Position Options on the PD Dialing tab
i.e. whether you have selected ‘Start Call List from the Top’ or ‘Start Call List from the Current Position’.)

Having previewed your Call Queue you may decide not to call certain contacts from amongst those listed.
In this case you may skip contacts by either:
(a) altering the call starting point as explained above, or
(b) modifying your choice of acquisition criteria, or GoldMine Filter/Group, and then re-acquiring your list.
®

(For further details see the section entitled ‘Preparing to make Power Dialer Calls’)
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Customizing your Call Queue display format
(It is neither necessary, nor perhaps even customary to have this dialog box displayed on screen while power
dialing is in progress, but should you choose to do so, you may alter the layout of the information displayed in the
Call Queue as described below.)
You may broaden or narrow the columns of information to suit the breadth of the data displayed by placing your
mouse cursor over the dividing lines between the column headers.

Once positioned, the mouse cursor will alter to appear as a double-arrowhead
At this point, click and HOLD, then drag the column header to reveal either greater or less breadth of detail
within the column itself.

continued . . .
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You may also extend the extreme upper and/.or lower edges of the dialog box if you wish to fill a larger
proportion of the PC screen and reveal more entries in the list.

continued . . .
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The lateral order in which the information is displayed can also be customized to suit your preferences.
So, for example, you might choose to have the contact name in the first column rather than the second, and so on.
Altering the order of the columns can be achieved by clicking and holding the mouse cursor on any column
header which you wish to move elsewhere, and then ‘dragging and dropping’ it to an alternate location in the
horizontal sequence.

Using the drag and drop technique, the columns may sorted in any order you care to choose.
An alternative column order layout is shown below as an example:

continued . . . .
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Along with the Contact Name, Company Name, and Phone Number, the Call Queue window can display a
Reference and an Activity Code:

The Activity Code and Reference items are generated from your selections (if any) in the PD List Acquisition
tab (covered in an earlier section of this document) -
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Start & Stop from within the GoldMine interface
®

It is not a common preference, but for convenience you may wish to set up a shortcut from which you can start
and stop Power Dialer directly from within the GoldMine interface as shown below –
®

The Taskbar interface in earlier GoldMine versions:
®

To do so proceed as follows:
Right-click on the GoldMine Taskbar and select Customize.
®

Create a new group by selecting Add New Group as
indicated.
Within the group right-click and select Add New
Item.

In early GoldMine versions select Window from the main menu items.
In the drop-down sub-menu select Taskbar.
Create a new taskbar then right-click within it and select Add New Item.
®
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The Taskbar Group Item Selection box will appear.
In the Item Type options click on the drop-down list box and select External Application

Type Start Power Dialer in the Caption field to provide a descriptive name for the icon.

To the right of the Application field, click on the ellipsis button to browse for the application you wish to use.
In this case it is the program file which initiates the Power-Dialing sequence - named Start.exe.

Navigate to locate the file which is located in the Tapi Link directory.
If you installed Power Dialer to the default location, this will be a sub-folder of the Program Files (x86)\Papillon
Technology directory. i.e. C:\Program Files (x86)\Papillon Technology\Tapi Link, or similar to the following. -
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Browse for the file named Start.exe. Highlight the file and click on the Open button.
This will return you to the Taskbar Group Item Selection dialog box below; populated with the relevant
information. (The actual paths shown in examples below may appear quite differently on your own machine):

Click on the OK button to complete the process. (You may choose any other icon to represent this particular
shortcut by clicking on the ellipsis button to the right of the Icon File field and browsing to the desired location.)
To insert a ‘STOP Power Dialer’ icon simply re-trace the preceding steps but use the Caption Name of STOP
Power Dialer and choose the file named Stop.exe instead.
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Displaying Call Statistics
Power Dialer provides instant access to basic call statistics via the context menu.
Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

From the context-menu select Display >

From the sub-menu select Display Call Stats.

Note:
The statistics provided relate to the current day
only. (Or continuous session, if the session
extends into a new day. for example an evening
shift which ends the next morning)
Historical statistics are available via the Managers
Console.*

* The Managers Console provides a wide range of monitoring, reporting and organisational features to anyone responsible for overseeing
Power Dialer users. If you require further information on the Managers Console please contact your GoldMine Reseller or Papillon
Technology by telephone on 01992 560487 (+44 1992 560487) or from the US on +1 (408) 960 1032 or by email to
sales@papillontechnology.com
®
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Displaying the Call Log
In addition to the interactive features provided on the Call Logging tab, Power Dialer also provides quick access
to a (read-only) call log for the current days calls Right-click on the Power Dialer icon
in the system tray:

From the context
menu
select Display >
From the sub-menu
select Display Call
Log.

This also log includes incoming calls that an experienced power dialer user has taken by pausing power dialer
intermittently and using the features of Tapi Link for GoldMine .
®

(Scroll any horizontal or vertical bars if they exist on lengthy logs, for additional details.)
Unlike the entries on the Call Logging tab, the entries shown within this particular interface are ‘view-only’ - they are not
interactive and cannot be utilised for call-back dialing etc.

The Call Log displays:
Incoming or Outgoing call status
Number dialed or incoming CLI (Caller ID)
Destination or source contact and company names
Time, Date, and Duration of call.
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Creating a permanent Call Log
In addition to the ‘single-session’ call logging features which provide a temporary record of the current days
calls only, (available for viewing via the Call Logging tab or alternatively via the context menu option Display >
Display Call Log) – Power Dialer can also create a permanent record of incoming and outgoing calls in a
separate log file.
If you wish to enable this option proceed as follows –
Select the Advanced tab:

Check the Create External Call Logging File box.

Click on Apply and then Done.

To view the call log Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

continued . . .
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From the context menu select Display:

… and then select Display External Call Logging File.
This will open Notepad with a view of the permanent call log:
®

continued . . .
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By default this file is named GMCALLS.LOG and is located in in the specific users AppData\Roaming subdirectory (example shown below) and can be viewed with Windows Notepad if required.
®

Bear in mind that as the ongoing quantity of your calls increases, so of course will the size of the corresponding
External Call Logging File. Depending on the quantity of calls made and received, over the course of time it
may become quite substantial, and you may find it prudent to edit, relocate, backup, archive, or delete the file at
intervals.

NOTE
If you click on the Log Dump button on the Call Logging tab to create a log file on disk (which incidentally
would contain the current days session only) –

AND you already have an External Call Logging File storing your calls to date . . . .
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. . . . you will be presented with the following dialog box:

This is a safety measure designed to prevent you from inadvertently overwriting an External Call Logging File
(which may contain many historic calls), with a new and more recent call log.
If you click on YES the original file will be overwritten.
You should click on NO if you wish to backup and save the original External Call Logging File first.

Note:
Backing up your original External Call Logging File is NOT an automatic process – you must copy and
save the original file manually.

(Depending upon the particular operating system and directory structure in use, the precise location of the file
may vary slightly from the above example.)
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Extra features - available via the Managers Console
The following two features cannot be implemented from the Power Dialer interface. These features can
only be implemented from the Managers Console and are briefly mentioned here simply to inform you of
additional features which may be of benefit to Power Dialer users.

Agent Config Screen
Although Power Dialer can be configured comprehensively and in very fine detail – either from the Managers
Console or locally by individual agents at their own machine - in certain circumstances you may prefer a quick
and simple method for agents to acquire calls and to start the calling sequence almost entirely on their own
initiative.
In this case the agent(s) would launch a simple ‘wizard’ which walks them through the call acquisition process
step by step, and then starts the Power Dialer process for them, using whatever criteria you may have specified
that they should use.

The agent needs no access to the intricacies of the setup tabs. They simply follows steps 1 to 5. Then, clicking on
the final button at step 6 the campaign launches for them.
(This method, whilst being a very straightforward and rapid means of acquiring calls, perhaps for the less
experienced agents, can only work when using the Scheduled Calls acquisition method.)

Updating Fields Automatically

In addition to the usual call completion and re-scheduling functions of the Speed Buttons, each of the ten Speed
Buttons on the Call Completion dialog boxes can also be programmed to automatically populate (or update) up to
2 different fields in GoldMine . The designated GoldMine fields will be populated with whatever data has been
specified at the Managers Console.
®

®

The Managers Console provides a wide range of monitoring, reporting and organisational features to anyone responsible for overseeing
Power Dialer users. If you require further information on the Managers Console please contact your GoldMine Reseller or Papillon
Technology by telephone on 01992 560487 (+44 1992 560487) from the US on +1 (408) 960 1032 or by email to
sales@papillontechnology.com
®
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The Play-In feature
To use this particular feature you will also need a Call Recorder for GoldMine® licence and the hardware
provided for that product. The ‘Play-In’ feature is not included with Power Dialer by default.
The Play-In feature enables users to –
•

transmit pre-recorded announcements – for the purposes of leaving voicemail or answering machine
messages. (For example you might wish to avoid the repetition of leaving many similar voicemail
messages.)

•

transmit an automated response to incoming calls. (For example, you may wish your standard telephone
greeting to sound as fresh at the end of the day as it was at the beginning by simply playing your
salutation ‘template’ immediately before actually speaking with the caller.)

The Play-In functionality requires:
A.
A licensed copy of Call Recorder for GoldMine® with appropriate hardware.
AND
B.
A second call recorder hardware unit.* **
AND
C.
Your own pre-recorded announcement file(s) in WAV format.
(The announcements can be recorded via the telephone handset or headset, but you may prefer the superior
quality provided by a separate microphone for that specific purpose.)

*
Excepting situations where you only wish to use the Play-In features and not the Call Recording features. i.e. you only require
two devices if you wish to record conversations and also wish to use pre-recorded messages or announcements.

**
(Except for users of the Hi-Phone Desktop device – in which case NO additional hardware is required.
However, existing users of Call Recorder for GoldMine® who require a supplementary hardware unit should contact their
GoldMine Reseller or Papillon Technology directly by telephone on 01992 560487 [+44 1992 560487] from the US on +1
(408) 960 1032 or by email to sales@papillontechnology.com)
®

continued . . .
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The Call Recording process receives the output from the telephone and saves it to the PC or network storage
location. On the other hand, the Play-In feature works in the opposite direction and is sending a pre-recorded
message from the PC to the telephone. Therefore one hardware unit is used for recording purposes (in one
direction), and the second for playback of the announcement (in the other direction).

PC
Soundcard
Call Recorder
“PLAY”

Telephone

OUTPUT
INPUT

Call Recorder
“RECORD”

The two devices are ‘daisy-chained’ together. One is set to ‘Record’ and sends the audio output to the PC
(microphone input); the second device is set to ‘Play’ and sends the audio output from the PC (audio output) to
the telephone.
You may deploy up to 5 different pre-recorded announcements.
The announcement file(s) must be recorded with your desired message in advance and saved in the Power Dialer
installation directory (normally C:\Program Files\Papillon Technology\Tapi Link).
The respective filenames for these announcements are as follows:
Playback.wav
Playback1.wav
Playback2.wav
Playback3.wav
Playback4.wav

To transmit your announcement right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

continued . . .
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From the context-menu select Start Play-In

You can interrupt the processes at any time during
playback be selecting Stop Play-In from the
context menu:

continued . . .
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Alternatively, whilst still experimenting with, or configuring your requirements, you may also access the feature
via the Call Recording tab:

Similarly, the Play-In button starts the process and toggles to read Stop whilst it is in progress. You may click on
the Stop button at any time to halt the process. (This is useful if, for example, the call recipient answers the
telephone whilst Play-In is in progress.)

continued . . .
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Using the Speed Button to leave messages
The Play-In feature can also be incorporated into the automated call completion process.
The Answering Machine / Voicemail Speed Button can be configured to –
- transmit the announcement,
- create an appropriate entry in the GoldMine® History.

Speed Button for Answering Machines and VoiceMail.
(see the section entitled ‘Speed Buttons – for faxes and
message systems’ for further details)

To enable this feature proceed as follows:
Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

continued . . .
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From the context menu select Setup TL / PD for GoldMine .
®

Select the PD Dialog Boxes tab:

1.

Check the option AM Button Plays-In the Pre-Recorded Message.

2.

Click on the Apply button.

The announcement would normally need to run for its full duration (unless deliberately interrupted) – therefore
the AM button dismisses the Call Completion Dialog Box but naturally it does not terminate the call..
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Choosing your announcement
To choose from amongst your selection of pre-recorded announcements proceed as follows:
Select the Call Recording tab.
Right-click on the Play-In button:

Select your chosen announcement from the five available choices which appear.
Note:
The selected announcement will remain in effect until an alternative is chosen, unless you exit Power Dialer, logoff, or shut down/restart the computer. Therefore, bear in mind that because ‘Playback.wav’ is the default
playback file, you will need to ensure you have the specific file you require selected at the start of each new
session. However, your chosen file will always remain in effect during any continuous session as long as it
remains uninterrupted by any of the above events.
It is generally more convenient to switch amongst the various announcement options from within the Call
Completion Dialog Box. (Assuming you have chosen to present a dialog box at some point during the call
sequence.)
To choose the initial setting, right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

continued . . .
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From the context menu select Display

and from the sub-menu select Display Complete Call Dialog Box.
This will summon an example of the Call Completion box:
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(Although the example shown is entitled ‘Incoming Call’ this procedure also applies to outbound calls. The
dialog box is the same regardless of the call direction.)

This dialog box depicts the optional AM Speed Button which enables you to leave a message with Voicemail or
Answering Machines.
This Speed Button is enabled by checking the Show Speed Button for Answering Machine /VM option on the
PD Auto Completion tab:

continued . . .
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Returning to the dialog box, right-click on the AM Speed Button (the cassette icon) and select your chosen
message from amongst the five possible options.

Clicking on the AM Speed Button will transmit the message and complete a History item.
Note:
The default file used for playback purposes is ‘Playback.wav’.
If you select another file, but then exit Power Dialer, log off, or reboot or restart your machine, you will need to
ensure that you re-select the required playback file (i.e. if it is not ‘Playback.wav’.)
However, your chosen file will always remain in effect during any continuous session as long as it remains
uninterrupted by any of the above events.
Also note that if you wish to use the AM Speed Button you must check either Present Dialog Box on Dial or
Present Dialog Box on Answer – in the ‘Outgoing Call Dialog Box Options’ on the PD Dialog Boxes tab. (If
you were to select Present Dialog Box on Hangup then the dialog box will not be available to use the Speed
Button until after the call is terminated!)

However, if you are using the option to Present GoldMine Telemarketing Scripts – choosing the correct
timing of the appearance of the dialog box is irrelevant and these options become ‘greyed-out’, because the script
dialog box, and therefore the AM Speed Button, will always be present during a call.
®
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Making single, individual calls – when not using a call queue
In addition to handling call campaigns and call queues it is also quite simple to make separate, single calls with
the Power Dialer mechanism.
It is assumed that you have completed any call queue you have been working upon, or have selected Stop Power
Dialer before proceeding to make separate calls independently of your call queues.

There is a choice of 6 different methods to dial contacts from within GoldMine® from the GoldMine® menus
from the Telephone Fields
from the computer keyboard
from the GoldMine® icons
from the Additional Contacts tab
from the Personal Contacts/ Personal Rolodex

and a further 4 methods which can be used entirely independently of GoldMine® i.e. for calls that are
unrelated to contact records the Speed Dial facility
the Paste Dial facility
the Call Back facility
the Keypad

The following pages detail each of these methods which you can use according to your particular working
requirements.
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Individual calls - via GoldMine

®

There are a number of different methods to dial directly from within the GoldMine interface, for example, via:
®

1. GoldMine menus
®

2.

Telephone fields

3. Computer keyboard
4. GoldMine icons
®

5. Additional Contacts tab
6. Personal Contacts/ Personal Rolodex
Each of these methods is detailed in the following sections.
Firstly, ensure that you have summoned the record of the appropriate contact you wish to call in GoldMine .
®

1 – Dialing from the GoldMine menus
®

Depending upon your particular version of GoldMine To dial a Primary Contact select Actions from the GoldMine menu bar –
®

From the drop-down menu select Call Contact and
make your selection.

continued . . .
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Earlier versions of GoldMine®
In order to dial a primary contact from earlier versions of GoldMine® select Contact from the menu bar.
From the drop-down menu select Dial Phone. From the sub-menu select one of the telephone fields to call.

2 - Dialing from the Telephone Fields

Right-click on the chosen telephone field and select
Dial…. from the context menu.

(The telephone field names shown above are simply examples. Your own system is likely to display different
labels tailored to your own preferences – such as ‘Switchboard’ or ‘Direct Line’ etc.)

continued . . . .
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The following dialing method is ONLY available with early versions of GoldMine 6.x and 5.x.
This is because all Phone fields have since become searchable indexed fields and now behave in the same manner as Phone1 if doubleclicked.
®

In earlier versions of GoldMine you may dial any of the telephone numbers contained within the upper right quadrant of the contact record
(with the exception of Phone 1 which is an indexed GoldMine field specifically reserved for searching) by double-clicking on the label to the
left of the telephone number. (e.g. double-click on ‘Phone 3:’ - not on the telephone number.)
®

®

(Phone 1, 2, and 3 fields are customised in this example to read Switchboard, Direct, and Other respectively. The corresponding field labels
in your own version of GoldMine® will probably bear quite different text.)

3 - Dialing from the computer keyboard
Using the computer keyboard Press and hold down the ALT key (located at the bottom left side of your keyboard).

With the ALT key depressed To dial Phone1 – press the digit 1 on the keyboard.
To dial Phone2 – press the digit 2 on the keyboard.
To dial Phone3 – press the digit 3 on the keyboard.
(Note that if you are using the numeric keypad on the right hand side of your keyboard – you will need to ensure
that the keyboard NumLock status is ON.)
Just as with any other window with which you wish to use keyboard commands, you need to work with an ‘active
window’. So to use this method, ensure that the GoldMine contact record itself has the focus. (i.e. ensure that the
title bar is not ‘greyed-out’. This indicates that it is the currently active window.)
®

continued . . .
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4 – Dialing from the GoldMine icons
®

To dial a primary contact on Phone1, Phone2, Phone3, click on the appropriate toolbar icon according to your
particular version of GoldMine :
®

Early versions of GoldMine

®

(The Dial icons may not be shown on your particular GoldMine system unless you have certain toolbars
selected, or unless you have specifically added this icon via the Insert Item option when configuring your
toolbars.)
®

If they are absent from your particular toolbar, the icons Dial, Dial 2, Dial 3, may be added as follows:
Right-click n the taskbar and select Customize > then the Commands tab > then the Actions category -

Drag the icons for each of the three main phone fields to the taskbar in order to dial with a single click.
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Early versions of GoldMine

®

Right-click on a vacant area of the
GoldMine toolbar:
®

Or, alternatively, in the absence of
any vacant area on the toolbar, rightclick on a vertical demarcation line
between any icon groups:
Either of these actions will produce
the drop-down menu illustrated above
from which you should select Insert
Item.

This will summon the Insert Toolbar Item dialog box:

Click on the drop-down arrow to reveal a list of icon
categories.

Scroll to the bottom of the list of categories and select All Items:
This will produce a comprehensive group containing the necessary icons. Scroll down the list until the Dial, Dial 2, Dial 3, icons appear:

Following the instructions on the dialog box, ‘drag and drop’ your
chosen icons onto the GoldMine toolbar.
®

(Note that attempts to drag and drop icons to a vacant area on the
toolbar will not be effective. You must select a location between
existing toolbar icons.)

continued . . .
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5 - Dialing from the Additional Contacts tab
In order to dial an additional contact select the GoldMine Additional Contacts tab:
®

Right-click on the contact you wish to call:

Select Options, then Dial from the sub-menu.

6 - Dialing from Personal Contacts/ Personal Rolodex
Personal contacts can be dialed from GoldMine via the Personal Contacts tab
or via the GoldMine menu > Go To > Personal ….
or by pressing the F11 key on the computer keyboard.
®

®

To call from Personal Contacts simply select the party to be called from the list and click on the Dial button.

Earlier versions of GoldMine

®

This application was previously known as the Rolodex
and can be summoned by clicking on the Rolodex icon on
the GoldMine toolbar.
Alternatively, you may launch the Personal Rolodex via
View | Personal Rolodex on the GoldMine menu, or by
pressing the F11 key on the computer keyboard.
®

®
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Individual calls – via the Speed Dial facility
Power Dialer also incorporates a useful Speed Dial feature for quick access to frequently called numbers.
You may configure up to 10 pre-determined telephone numbers - each with a corresponding user-defined name
or identification label.
There are two methods of using the Speed Dial feature.
1.

via the Power Dialer context-menu

2.

via the computer keyboard 0R via the Power Dialer Keypad.

You may mix and combine each of these methods as you wish.

Method 1 – via the Power Dialer context-menu
To configure this facility proceed as follows:
Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

From the context menu click on the
Speed Dials option.

Select Set-Up Speed Dials.
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The Speed Dials Setup window will appear:

Overtype the existing entries in the Button Text column with your choice of name or label.
Enter the corresponding telephone numbers to the right under the Number to Dial column

Once you have completed your Speed Dial settings click OK.
continued . . .
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The context-menu will now display the labels you have specified - as shown in the following example:

Click on any of the entries to place
a call.

Method 2 – via the computer keyboard or the Power Dialer Keypad
If you have chosen to have one of the Power Dialer Keypads on screen, such as the large Keypad ….

…. you may click on any Speed Dial number (1 to 0) and then click on the D button to place the call.
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A quick alternative to this method, if you have the Keypad in focus on screen, is to key in the Speed Dial setting
(1 to 0) by using the numeric keypad on the computer keyboard (or the number keys on a laptop machine) ……

…….and then clicking on the D
button on the computer keyboard
to place a call.

(Although you may use any Keypad for Speed Dial purposes you must have a Keypad in focus on-screen in
order to use the numeric keys on your computer keyboard for Speed Dialing. )
The Button Text labels and the corresponding telephone numbers stored in your Speed Dial settings may be
revised or re-configured as many times as you wish.
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Individual calls – via the Paste Dial facility
The Paste Dial feature enables users to dial telephone numbers copied from virtually any on-screen document.
In effect, the chosen telephone numbers are captured and pasted directly into the dialing mechanism and the call
is then placed automatically.
Examples of documents from which telephone numbers can be captured in this way include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Emails
Web Pages
The GoldMine Notes tab (or the Notes field from any area of GoldMine )
Text files (e.g. Notepad files)
Spreadsheets (e.g. MS Excel )
Word processing documents (e.g. MS Word )
PDF files (Portable Document Format)
®

®

®

®

®

Select and highlight the required telephone number in the on-screen document:

Right-click on the highlighted number and select Copy from the context-menu.
(Alternatively, simultaneously select the Ctrl and C keys on the computer keyboard.)
Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

continued . . . .
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From the context-menu select Speed Dials . . . .

. . . . and then select Paste Dial.

The call is then placed to the required number.
If the original number on screen is formatted in one complete string (e.g. 01992560487) you should be able to
double-click upon it to highlight it. Otherwise, if the number contains spaces (e.g. 01992 560487) you will need
to select the whole number with the mouse cursor or via keystrokes.
Alternatively, you may right-click on any of the Keypads and select Paste Dial as follows:
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Individual calls - via the Call Back facility
The Call Back feature enables you to –
o
o
o

Return calls to remote parties
Return calls to internal extensions
Redial previous calls originating from your location

To summon this facility right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

From the context menu select Setup TL / PD for
GoldMine or Setup Power Dialer for GoldMine
®

®

This will summon the Setup window from which you should select the FOURTH tab which will be headed either
Call Logging or Application Log depending on your prevailing configuration:

If the title of the fourth tab does NOT read ‘Call Logging’ right-click within the text area of the dialog box.
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This action will summon a context-menu from which you should select Call Logging.

The title and contents of this tab will switch to reflect an alternative Call Logging view.
Scroll through the entries and then highlight your chosen incoming or outgoing call.

Right-click upon the selected call and select Call Back from the context menu to return a call to, or to redial the
relevant party.
(Note that in addition to the ‘combined’ calls log in the above example, from the context menu you may also
choose to display either Incoming Calls only or Outgoing Calls only.)
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Individual calls - via the Keypad
Although it is likely that the major proportion of your outbound dialing will be conducted directly from within
GoldMine interface itself, you may on occasion wish to dial entirely independently of the contact records in the
database. If necessary the Keypad can be used for this purpose.
However, the Keypad is not required for most dialing purposes - and may simply occupy valuable screen space.
However, users that do not have a physical telephone on their desk, e.g. softphone users, may find the presence of
the on-screen Keypad reassuring.
®

Toolbar Keypad

Text Keypad

Large Keypad

Once any of the above Keypads have the on-screen focus* you may dial manually by clicking with the mouse on
the appropriate buttons. However, it is considerably more effective to use the numerical keypad on the computer
keyboard for dialing purposes. (If you wish to use the numerical keypad on the computer keyboard - ensure that
the NumLock key status is ‘ON’.)
*
(i.e. the Keypad is the active window – this is indicated by the fact that the keypad title bar is not ‘greyed-out’ or
‘dimmed’, but the title bars of any other open applications are.)
Keypad Configuration
Since Power Dialer is principally concerned with handling substantial call queues rather than making single
individual calls, the more comprehensive aspects of configuring the Keypad are not included here, but are
covered in greater detail in the Outbound Dialing section of the sister manual ‘Tapi Link for GoldMine
Configuration Guide’ which is available for download from the following location http://www.papillontechnology.com/Download/TLCGuide.pdf
®
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Frequently Asked Questions

General Issues
When power dialing, what are the differences and benefits between the various options of the actual moment
when a Call Completion Dialog Box appears?
The option chosen will depend upon the nature and style of your individual call campaigns. On the PD Dialog
Boxes tab, the three options are as follows:
Present Dialog Box on Dial - this is beneficial in circumstances where the agent may need to take notes and
perhaps complete result codes and references from the very outset of the call, and perhaps access to, and editing
of, the contact record data itself is of secondary or no importance.
Present Dialog Box on Answer - this option is similar to the above but avoids the unnecessary appearance of a
dialog box in circumstances where the call is unanswered or busy.
Present Dialog Box on Hangup - this option allows complete and easy access to the contact record throughout
the call and may be advantageous in circumstances where data input and direct editing of the contact record
information is necessary. The Call Completion Dialog Box is only presented at the termination of the call.
When power dialing, what are the differences and benefits between the options available for the timing of the
appearance of a Contact Record?
The option chosen will depend upon the nature and style of your individual call campaigns.
On the PD Dialog Boxes tab, the options are as follows:
Find Contact Record on Dial - this option ensures that the relevant contact record information is always ready
and available for every call that is made. This enables the agent to preview the contact record, and perhaps to
prepare and personalize their dialog specifically for the called party. On the other hand, the possible disadvantage
is that if the call is unanswered or busy, the agent may have spent time unnecessarily preparing to address that
particular contact.
Find Contact Record on Answer - in contrast to the option above, this has the advantage of only presenting the
contact record when and if the call is actually answered. This may be ideal for certain campaigns because if the
call is unanswered or busy, no time is wasted in perusing a contact records details unnecessarily. However, if you
need a few moments to prepare an approach that is tailored to each individual call recipient, this may not be the
best choice.
Power Dialer for GoldMine was operating perfectly until the computer was rebooted (or shut down and
restarted) whereupon it failed to function properly.
Windows may have failed to recognize the correct telephone system driver after restarting/rebooting. Navigate to
the TAPI tab and observe which driver is highlighted. If the appropriate driver for your particular telephone
system is not highlighted – highlight it. Then click on the Apply and then the Done button. If the relevant driver
is not listed, Windows may have completely failed to load the driver, in which case re-boot the machine.
®

®

Power Dialer seems to be terminating calls and then dialing the next call faster than the telephone system can
adequately cope with.
To allow some telephone systems to comfortably negotiate the transition between the termination of one call and
proceeding to dial the next call – you may need to adjust the Dial Pause setting on the PD Dialing tab. A figure
between 1 and 5 tenths of a second is average, but a greater delay may be required depending on the individual
characteristics of the telephone system. Enter the required figure, then click on the Apply button and then the
Done button and proceed to test the effects of your changes, always aiming for the lowest workable figure.
Buttons such as the Apply and Done are not visible on the interface.
Firstly, ensure the entire dialog box is correctly sized. Details of configuring the dimensions can be found in the
chapter entitled ‘Running Power Dialer for the First Time’ in the ‘Troubleshooting and Reconfiguration’
section. Alternatively, reset windows resolution from 120 to Standard 96 dpi – you may then need to reboot the
machine.
continued …
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Operating System Issues and Error Messages
When first attempting to dial an error message appears stating "Asynchronous socket error 100049"
The program must be ready and running in the background in order to use it. Therefore you must first launch the
program before attempting to dial. (All current installation routines place a shortcut in the Startup folder which
enables the program to launch automatically each time you log in to windows .)
®

An “I/O error” message appears when dialing or terminating a call.
This may occur in a terminal services environment when one or more of the file paths in the registry are either
incorrect or misspelt, or when the user does not have the necessary access permissions to the particular
location(s) specified.
An error message appears stating “Read Failure DialList.mdx. Access to table disabled because of previous
error”
This is generally caused by some missing or corrupted files. Run a disk check to correct any errors. Then exit
Power Dialer and delete the files named DIALLIST.DBF, DIALLIST.MDX and DIALLIST.DBT from the
Power Dialer installation folder. Restarting Power Dialer will restore the corrupted files.
An "Access Violation" error appears.
This occurs when using a mix of SQL GoldMine tables with a dBase contact set. When switching contact sets
from SQL/SQL to SQL/dBase, this can cause problems. Restarting Power Dialer would normally resolve the
issue. However, it is strongly recommended that you re-host all your dBase contact sets to SQL and only use
SQL contact sets in future.
®

An error message appears stating "Table 4 - cannot perform this operation on a closed data set".
The Managers Console and/or Tapi Link/Power Dialer have conflicting versions or outdated versions.
An error message appears stating “System Files Path Invalid”
There can be a number of reasons for this. Firstly, check that the paths are correct and exactly match the same
path values shown when selecting GoldMine > Help menu > About > System button.
Also check that the file NTWDBLIB.DLL in the C:\WINNT\system32\ (or C:\Windows\System32\) directory is
neither missing nor corrupt. Also ensure that the GoldMine shared directory is designated as a mapped drive in
windows Explorer. Finally, check the GoldMine tab in the Power Dialer configuration settings. The System
Files Path should end with a trailing backslash [ \ ]. Also check the very same path in the file named GM.INI
which is located in the main GoldMine directory. It should bear an entry in the section entitled [GoldMine]
complete with the trailing backslash as in the following example:
sysdir=\\exampleservername\examplesharename\examplegoldmine\
If the trailing backslash is missing, add it to the line and save and exit the file. Then exit and restart both Power
Dialer and GoldMine .
®

®

®

®

®

®

An error message appears stating "Entry point not found in NTDLL.DLL - GMtapi5.exe" error message.
This is generally caused by installing one or more applications that are designed solely for Windows XP on a
machine with a Windows 2000 operating system.
®

®

An error message appears stating "List index out of bounds".
Firstly, check and attend to all of the issues mentioned in the preceding question regarding the “System Files
Path Invalid” error message. If the problem remains, select the TAPI tab in the Power Dialer configuration
settings. Select and highlight an alternative device in the list. Click on the Apply button. Then re-select the
correct device and click on the Apply button again. Exit and restart Power Dialer.
(If your implementation uses ‘Remote TAPI Service Provider’ also check that the Servername is correctly
specified in the configuration at both the server and client.)
If the symptom persists, reboot the machine.
When launching Power Dialer you receive a "Stack Overflow" message.
You must either install Internet Explorer version 5.0 (or greater) or obtain a COM update.
®
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When attempting to install Power Dialer (by running setup.exe) I receive the following error message:
"C:\Windows\system32\autoexec.nt. The system file is not suitable for running MS-DOS and Microsoft®
Windows applications. Choose “Close” to terminate the application."
It is likely that the file named AUTOEXEC.NT is missing from the windows\system32 directory.
Search for the file in the windows\repair directory and copy it to the windows\system32 directory.
An error message appears stating "Index out of date".
This is generally caused by some missing or corrupted files. Run a disk check to correct any errors. Then exit
Power Dialer and delete the files DIALLIST.DBF, DIALLIST.MDX and DIALLIST.DBT from the Power Dialer
installation folder. Restarting Power Dialer will restore the corrupted files.

Call Acquisition Issues
Despite having calls scheduled in GoldMine for today’s date, none of those listed are acquired into the Call
Queue.
The calls are actually scheduled for a later time. Scheduled calls are only acquired if they have been scheduled to
occur at any point up to the current moment in time. (If they are scheduled for a later time then they are not due
to be called until at least that time, or beyond.) If necessary, use the options to Ignore Schedule Time and
Ignore Scheduled Date on the PD List Acquisition tab.
Alternatively, check the Application Log for more details. There may be other reasons for this e.g. there is no
valid telephone number to be dialed.
®

The Auto Top-Up options on the Advanced tab are ‘greyed-out’ and inaccessible.
Auto Top-Up is not relevant when loading Power Dialer from a Group or Filter. Check the Load Scheduled
Call List option on the PD List Acquisition tab instead.
Having specified on the PD List Acquisition tab that telephone numbers are acquired from a specific field
(Acquire Phone Number from a Different Field) - no contact records are loaded and the Call Queue is empty.
You must use the true name of the field – this is often not the visible label that appears in GoldMine .
(e.g. The third telephone number on a contact record may have any label such as ‘Direct’, ‘Mobile’, ‘Other’ etc.
but the true name of that particular field is actually ‘Phone3’.)
®

In what order does Power Dialer acquire calls?
Power Dialer acquires calls in chronological order i.e. the oldest scheduled calls first. (However, the ancillary
product Call ReAllocator, does not acquire the calls that it distributes in any specific or chronological order.)
Calls that have been made previously are being repeated.
It is possible that the agent started, stopped, then restarted Power Dialer and you have the option ‘Start Call
Queue from Top’ selected (on the PD Dialing tab). In this situation the Power Dialer will retry all of the numbers
that were not connected the first time round. This only happens when acquiring from an Active Filter/Group.
Change this option to ‘Start Call Queue from Current Position’ and the issue will not arise.
Rather than using active Filters or Groups, it is far better practice to use the regular scheduling feature in
GoldMine to schedule calls to users, and then use the Load Scheduled Call List option in Power Dialer. See the
earlier section entitled Acquiring the Call List for details.
Filters or Groups are not active when using this method and it has far better campaign management facilities.
Moreover, you will not encounter issues such as duplication of calls - because any previous instance of a pending
scheduled call will no longer exist, as it will have been completed into GoldMine History – and therefore with no
pending call available, no call can be made..
®

®

An unexpectedly large quantity of calls has been loaded into the call list.
You have chosen to acquire a call list via a GoldMine filter - but no filter has actually been activated.
®

What is the maximum number of calls I can acquire in a single instance of acquisition?
Approximately one thousand calls.
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Certain contact records are not loaded into the call list.
It is likely that the relevant contact records are not in the current contact set
One or more of my References and/or Activity Codes do not appear in the Power Dialer drop-down lists.
Exit and restart Power Dialer. Check that the correct contact set is loaded in GoldMine . In addition, check that
the References and Activity Codes are not ‘contact set specific’. (Also see below.)
®

References that have been setup in GoldMine do not appear in the Power Dialer drop-down lists on the PD List
Acquisition tab (or only the default References which appear to be GoldMine demonstration examples are
evident).
Firstly, refer to the question and answer above. Next, if the above solution does not rectify the situation and you
are using a version of Power Dialer that is earlier than 2.2.1.632, proceed as follows. From within GoldMine ,
select COMPLETE > Scheduled Call. Click within the Reference field. Click on the F2 button on your
keyboard. Click on the New button at the top of the dialog box. Add all of your new References using this
process. Exit and restart Power Dialer to allow it to collect the new References.
In all versions from 2.2.1.632 onwards the References should be configured via SCHEDULE > Call as opposed
to Complete > Scheduled Call.
®

®

®

When attempting to acquire calls from a master ‘pool’, calls which appear to meet the specified criteria do not
appear in the Call Queue.
Scheduled calls will not be retrieved when the acquisition settings that you have specified do not match the calls
available for acquisition.
It is possible that when scheduling the calls, you have left the option ‘Span across multiple days’ checked. This
means that some of the calls are scheduled into the future. Consequently Power Dialer does not consider that
these calls should be retrieved and leaves them in the master pool.
The specific calls that I wish to acquire have no Reference (or perhaps no Activity Code) defined.
However, when defining the call acquisition criteria to load these calls, Power Dialer also acquires calls that do
have References and Activity Codes.
If the Activity Code Filter blank - this is the equivalent of ANY Activity Code. If the Reference Filter blank this is the equivalent of ANY Reference Filter. It is a distinct advantage to utilise GoldMine6 codes and references
whenever possible.
If several agents are using the same call acquisition criteria, how does Power Dialer prevent agents from
acquiring exactly the same calls?
Contact records are momentarily locked as they are being acquired by a Power Dialer user, so their calls cannot
be simultaneously acquired by others. The Auto Top Up process re-assigns calls from the ‘Source’ to the user –
therefore they are not available for acquisition until returned to the original source.)
I want to manually allocate specific quantities of calls to certain agents using Call ReAllocator, but still have calls
automatically returned to the general pool of calls if not completed.
Enable the Auto Top-Up to Call List option on the Advanced tab and check the Reverse Top-Up on Exit
option. Also set the Minimum Threshold to a high value that will never be reached. This allows Reverse TopUp to be enabled, but without invoking Auto Top-Up.
The Auto Top-Up feature does not appear to function.
It is necessary to click on the Auto Top-Up option in order for this feature to function. Alternatively, if you wish
this process to occur entirely automatically (i.e. without clicking on the Auto Top-Up option) it is necessary to
check the option Re-Acquire List and Start Dialer at End of Queue on the PD Dialing tab.
Some or all Power Dialer users appear to be acquiring the same call lists.
They have Auto Top-Up (on the Advanced tab), and also Acquire Another Users Call List (on the PD List
Acquisition tab) checked. These are two separate and distinct features and each user should only be using one of
them, not both simultaneously. The Auto Top-Up feature is used when the user is acquiring from a central pool
of calls, and usually does so on a regular basis. The Acquire Another Users Call List feature is generally used
only in circumstances when, for example, the designated user is unable to attend to their own calls. The name by
which you identify your pool of calls should never be used in the Acquire Another Users Call List field.
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One particular Power Dialer user seems to have fewer or a greater amount of calls pending than usual. You are
probably using the options Auto Top Up and Reverse Top Up. Let’s assume you acquire calls from another user
or from the shared ‘pool’ - for example with a Reference of ABC and an Activity Code of 123. If you are using
Reverse Top Up then ALL of the calls that match the criteria will be clawed back to the user specified in the
Auto Top Up settings - and that includes calls that were originally your own and not from the other source.
Therefore, if you have any calls remaining at the end of a session that match the criteria – regardless of the origin
of those calls – they will be re-assigned to the designated user.
Calls seem to have been reallocated from one user to another.
Refer to the answer to the previous question above.
More calls are being made than the total number specified in the Number of Calls to Acquire field on the PD
List Acquisition tab.
This is not a discrepancy. The number of calls ultimately made is dependent upon the results of previous calls –
because the Dial Alternate Numbers if Call is Unsuccessful option has been selected.

Operational Issues
How can users be prevented from omitting to enter a Result Code before exiting the Call Completion Dialog
Box.?
The completion of the Result Code can be made mandatory by checking the Force Result Code Entry option on
the PD Dialog Boxes tab.
How do I skip a call that has just started or which is already in progress, and move on to the next call?
Simply (left) click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray.
When using scheduled calls with Power Dialer – in what order are the calls made?
Power Dialer deals with the chronologically earliest scheduled calls first. (i.e. the oldest calls)
The details on the Call Completion box differ from the contact record displayed in GoldMine
If you are using scheduled calls - you will need to release the active filter running in the background.
®

Power Dialer makes one call but does not proceed to make the next call.
Check the settings on the PD Dialing tab. If the Wrap-Up Time is blank this is the equivalent of infinite wrapup time and therefore the next call is not made until the Power Dialer icon is clicked. (Except of course if the call
is unanswered or busy - in which case wrap up time is irrelevant because the next call will of course be made.) If
you wish to have indefinite wrap-up time and yet still have Power Dialer move automatically through the calls –
you should check the OK/Cancel Buttons Hang Up the Call option on the PD Dialog Boxes tab.
Power Dialer seems to have halted and is not moving forward to the next call.
A Call Completion Box relating to a previous call may not have been properly attended to. Check through the
open windows and applications using ALT+Tab on the keyboard. Alternatively, if this is a frequent issue, check
the option Show Application Tile for Dialog Boxes on the Dialog Boxes tab.
Dates are being recorded incorrectly.
It is important to correctly configure the format settings on the Advanced tab. Select USA or Non-USA settings
according to the country in which this application is being used.
A newly created script is not appearing in the drop-down list of available scripts.
Exit and restart Power Dialer.
The script dialog box does not appear when making calls.
In order for the script to appear a call needs to be connected and answered.
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The scripting feature does not appear to be functioning correctly.
Check that you are adhering to the basic GoldMine scripting rules - Each script must have a unique name. Each
script must have only two digits as its unique number. Use a maximum of 99 scripts. Exit and restart Power
Dialer if a newly created script is not immediately visible in the drop-down list.
®

Power dialer is slow to dial.
In certain environments this problem can be caused by the Windows Firewall which blocks certain packets that
are used by Remote Tapi Service Provider. Even if one computer that is running Power Dialer has Windows
Firewall enabled, it can affect the performance of the server and therefore all of the users. Tapi Remote Service
Provider uses RPC to communicate with the workstations.
To configure the Windows Firewall to allow Power Dialer to communicate through it go to Start->Control
Panel. Double-click on the Windows Firewall icon. Select the Exceptions tab. Click on Add Port. Enter the
name as Power Dialer for GoldMine . Enter the Port Number as 2555. Select the radio button TCP. Click on OK.
Click on OK again. Close the Control Panel. Exit and restart Power Dialer.
®

Power Dialer is set to automatically complete a Result Code for any calls that are unanswered (via the PD Auto
Completion tab.) Why does a Call Completion Dialog Box still appear?
There are conflicting settings in your configuration. On the PD Dialog Boxes tab - check the field marked
Present Dialog Box On Answer and click on the Apply button. Dialog boxes will no longer be displayed for
unanswered calls.
Settings are not retained between windows sessions, for example the Wrap Up Time settings alter or disappear and/or a message appears stating “Your Tapi configuration may have changed. Please check your Tapi driver
selection on the TAPI tab.”
If you are not working in a Terminal Services environment, select the Advanced tab. Uncheck the option Use
Registry to Store Settings. Click on the Apply button. Exit and restart Power Dialer.
Power Dialer does not appear to incorporate the dial settings designated on the Calls Out tab.
Power Dialer is not designed to use the settings on the Calls Out tab (except for the options Prefix to Add to
ALL Dialed Calls and Prefix to Remove from ALL dialed calls.) Instead, use windows telephony settings for
number formatting [via Control Panel > Phone & Modem Options]. Then, within Power Dialer Setup, on the PD
List Acquisition tab select ‘Format Acquired Number using TAPI’ then click on the Apply button.
A previously scheduled call is not displayed or completed despite the fact that the Complete Existing Scheduled
Call if available option is checked.
It is likely that the call is actually scheduled to one of the additional contacts on the contact record or that the
name differs from the person for whom the call is intended.
The Complete Existing Scheduled Call if available feature only displays calls that are scheduled to the specific
main or additional contact that was dialed. It also displays a list from which to choose if there is more than one
call scheduled to the main or additional contact.
Power Dialer only moves on to dial the next number when the last call was busy or unanswered.
This is because the Wrap Up Time (on the PD Dialing tab) is currently set to unlimited (i.e.
‘blank’) and the user will need to click on the Power Dialer icon to move on to the next call.
So, Power dialer will only move on automatically if a call is unanswered or busy.
Note that when using the above settings, if the user clicks OK on the Call Completion Dialog
Box, or on one of the Speed Buttons before the call has ended, the History will be written to
GoldMine but the call will still continue.*
Therefore, as the History entry was forced, it cannot show the full duration of the call.
However, the Call Log itself will still record the exact duration.
(* Unless ‘OK/Cancel Buttons Hang Up the Call’ is checked on the PD Dialog Boxes tab.)
®

The call duration on the GoldMine History tab appears to be incorrect.
The capture of the exact Call Duration is very accurate. It can only be misleading if the scenario in the answer
above applies.
®

Is it possible for two or more people to acquire the very same calls in their queue?
Records are locked as they are being acquired by Power Dialer - so they cannot be acquired by others.
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There is a problem with HTML formatted notes within scheduled calls.
The use of HTML notes is not currently supported. Use plain text for notes.
If using a single windows log on, what happens when for example, the working shifts change and another user
logs into GoldMine ?
When the GoldMine user changes within the same windows and Power Dialer session, Power Dialer will
automatically alter the user name on the GoldMine tab and also prompt for the password of the new user.
®

®

®

®

®

The Preview Pause option on the PD Dialing tab is ‘greyed-out’ and inaccessible.
The option to Find Contact on Answer has been selected on the PD Dialog Boxes tab.
Although calls are being recorded on the Call Logging tab some of them show a zero duration.
The call duration is monitored and recorded in the appropriate log at the relevant users’ machine where the call
actually took place.
How can calls be made in short bursts or in brief rounds of separate working sessions?
If you need to take regular breaks; need to call only a small proportion of your call list at intervals throughout the
day; or need to slice a large call list into more manageable portions – select Start Call Queue from Current
Position on the PD Dialing tab, and at each new session simply reset the pointer on the Call Queue tab as near
to the end of the queue as you see fit.

Licensing / Installation Issues
A “Licensed User Count Exceeded” message appears.
Contact Papillon Technology for assistance. Further details are available in the section entitled ‘Contacting
Technical Support’
GoldMine 6 or earlier users
There are some minor differences in the visual interface of this software if you are using older GoldMine
versions (and not 7, 8, 9, 2013 or 2014). For example, (since there is no Borland Database Engine in later
GoldMine versions) the Licensing tab has been simplified and will appear differently to the software versions of
this product running with GoldMine 6.x or earlier. These changes do not affect the functionality of the product.
®

®

®

®

The setup.exe file will not update my existing installation.
The current software setup routine is based upon the latest Microsoft Installer (MSI). If your original installation
of Power Dialer was conducted earlier than May 2005 then the setup.exe will not update your existing
installation. There are alternatives available – please contact Papillon Technology. However, if you wish to use
the setup.exe file, you would need to uninstall the current software and re-install it using setup.exe.
The ‘About’ dialog box reads Unlicensed Evaluation Copy - yet the details entered on the Licensing tab are
correct.
Until Power Dialer has successfully logged into GoldMine6 and validated the activation keys the licensing
defaults to ‘evaluation’ status. Log into GoldMine® and then click on the LogIn button on the GoldMine® tab. A
‘greyed-out’ LogIn button indicates a successful login to GoldMine®.
After uninstallation the product seems to remain linked to GoldMine® and it is not possible to revert to any
alternative dialer.
The product has not been properly uninstalled. Re-install the software and then follow the instructions in the
section entitled Uninstalling Power Dialer.
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Call Recording / Play-In Issues
Will the call recordings consume a great deal of disk space?
Call recordings currently use GSM 6.10 format. This is ten times smaller than standard windows WAV files and
better than MP3 compression so storage requirements are very conservative. (Moreover, in terms of storage
space, hard disks now have a vast capacity and are relatively inexpensive.)
®

There are conflicting sounds and interruptions when using the Play-In feature, and these are evidently left on the
call recipients’ voicemail/answering machine.
When using the Play-In feature it is recommended that you disable windows event sounds - as this can interfere
or conflict with your announcement. (e.g. a simple mouse-click, or another completely unrelated event such as
the arrival of email could trigger a sound which could unwittingly be transmitted with your outbound message.)
®

I wish to click on the Play-In speed button in order to leave a pre-recorded message – but the dialog box does not
appear unless the call is terminated, and it’s too late by that point.
If you wish to use the AM Speed Button you must check either Present Dialog Box on Dial or Present Dialog
Box on Answer – in the Outgoing Call Dialog Box Options on the PD Dialog Boxes tab. (If you select Present
Dialog Box on Hangup then the call will have finished before the Speed Button can be accessed.

Hi-Phone Desktop Issues (no longer supported)
When using Power Dialer in conjunction with the Hi-Phone Desktop dialing fails to occur.
Exit Power Dialer. Via windows Control Panel > Phone & Modem Options > select the Advanced tab Highlight the Hi-Phone Desktop driver
and select Configure. In the driver UN-check the Wait For Dialtone setting. Then relaunch Power Dialer.
When using Power Dialer in conjunction with a headset and the Hi-Phone Desktop the audio level or quality of the conversation is low.
Check the option to Set Hi-Phone Desktop to Headset Mode on the Advanced tab of Power Dialer Setup. Then exit and restart Power
Dialer.
When using Power Dialer in conjunction with a headset and the Hi-Phone Desktop the recipient of the call has difficulty hearing the first few
seconds of the conversation.
Check the option to Connect Speech Path Whilst Ringing on the Advanced tab of Power Dialer Setup.
What are the preferred headsets and cables for use with the Hi-Phone Desktop?
The recommended headsets are the Plantronics H51, H51N, H61, H61N, but it can function satisfactorily also work with other headsets from
the H series (The amplifier is not needed) There are two kinds of cable connection that are used by Plantronics which have differing polarity.
The Plantronics cord that should be used is the 27190-01. This is the cord for Plantronics Polaris series headsets. The others will not function
satisfactorily with those headsets and the Hi-Phone Desktop. Most headset microphones have specific polarity, and consequently a suitable
headset should be used.
Can I use a ‘USB to Serial’ or a ‘Serial to USB’ adaptor in conjunction with the Hi-Phone Desktop?
No. This is not supported.
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Running Power Dialer for the first time
This section can be disregarded if you have previously and successfully installed Power Dialer using the Quick Start
Wizard. (The Quick Start Wizard runs automatically the very first time you start the application, and asks a series of
questions such as the product serial numbers, the date format, and your user password etc.) The wizard will have
completed much of the fundamental configuration of Power Dialer. However, when the program was first run, if you
chose NOT to follow the Quick Start Wizard, proceed as follows:

1.
From the Start Menu, select Programs | Papillon Technology | Power Dialer for Goldmine

®

2.
The following dialog box will appear advising that the drivers relating to your TAPI Service Provider need to be
properly initialized before you can use Power Dialer For Goldmine .
:
®

Click on OK to proceed to the required area to commence the initialization process.
If you attempt to configure any other settings prior to properly initializing the drivers you will see the following
Information dialog box which warns that you need to configure the entries on the TAPI tab before any other
settings:

Click on the OK button to dismiss the dialog box.
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3. The following Setup window will appear:

At this point you may need to adjust the dimensions of the Setup dialog box to suit the display resolution settings
of your particular machine so that none of the elements of the dialog box are obscured. This can be achieved by
employing the standard window frame-resizing methods as follows:
Position your mouse cursor carefully to point at any edge or corner of the window. Then gradually move the
pointer back and forth by just a few millimetres until the pointer changes to a “double arrowhead” as indicated:

Whilst the cursor remains a ‘double arrowhead’ - click and hold down the mouse button and then drag the edge
or corner of the window back or forth until the optimum window size is achieved and none of the elements of the
dialog box are obscured. Once you have adjusted the final dialog box dimensions to suit, this setting must be
saved permanently.
To do so, right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray and select Save Window Size/Position.
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4.
Select the TAPI tab.
This window will display all devices installed on the computer related to telephony. These may include ISDN
terminal adapters, modems and VPN adapters as well as voice-only devices.

Highlight your chosen TAPI Service Provider by selecting it from the list of available drivers depicted in the
TAPI tab. (i.e. click on your chosen driver to highlight it).
Then click on the Apply button.
This will attempt to initialize your chosen TAPI driver, and may take a few moments to complete.
Once you have done so, the Properties button (which is initially ‘greyed out’ as depicted above) will now
become activated:
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You may now click on the Properties button to set-up your preferred settings for the device, if you have not
already done so. (For more information regarding the configuration of your specific TAPI providers’ device - see
the documentation supplied with your TAPI compliant telephone system.)

Once you have finalized your choices click on the Apply button and then on the Done button to finish.
(Note that the Done button does not save changes – you must click on the Apply button first, if you wish to save
changes.)
Bear in mind that the examples of devices shown in the TAPI tab are for purposes of illustration only. The
quantity and type of devices listed for your particular machine are dependent upon your telephone system and the
corresponding device drivers installed, and will therefore vary significantly from the samples shown here.
5.
The Power Dialer icon will be depicted as a telephone in the system tray of the taskbar:

Bear in mind that the changing status of the Power Dialer icon will only be continuously visible in the Taskbar
system tray as long as your Taskbar is not configured to ‘Auto-Hide’. More importantly, you will also need to be
able to easily access the Start and Stop commands from the icon itself.
So ensure (A) your Taskbar and (B) the Power Dialer icon are constantly visible on screen.
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The methods of doing so will vary according to your particular version of windows -

The current setting can be revised if
necessary, by selecting the Taskbar &
Start Menu Properties and then unchecking the box marked ‘Auto-Hide’.

(Alternatively, right-click on the Taskbar,
select Properties from the context menu
and then un-check the box marked ‘AutoHide’.)

Current versions of windows may also be hiding certain icons in the system tray. To ensure Power Dialer is
always accessible select Customize notification icons and choose to Show icon and notifications -
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Integrating Power Dialer with GoldMine

®

This section can be disregarded if you have previously and successfully installed Power Dialer using the Quick Start
Wizard. (The Quick Start Wizard runs automatically the very first time you start the application, and asks a series of
questions such as the product serial numbers, and your user password etc.)

The wizard will have completed much of the fundamental configuration of Power Dialer.
The following sections are generally only of use if
(a) you did NOT follow the Quick Start Configuration Wizard at the time of installation or
(b) you are experiencing difficulty with a new installation or
(c) you have made significant changes which have had an impact on an existing installation such as those
concerning the Goldmine user, telephony devices, data locations etc.
®

To integrate Power Dialer with GoldMine proceed as follows:
Firstly, ensure that GoldMine is running (in the background).
Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:
®

®

From the context menu select Setup TL / PD for
GoldMine® (or Setup Power Dialer)

The following Setup window will appear. Select the GoldMine tab:
®

To enable Power Dialer to acquire the location of various GoldMine system files click the Get Info button:
®
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If you omitted to start GoldMine as advised, the following dialog box will appear:
®

Click on the OK button, then launch and log into GoldMine®, and leave it running in the background, then click
on the Get Info button once again.
This process will transfer the correct locations of the System Files, Goldmine Files, and Contact Files to the
relevant fields and an additional dialog box will request your GoldMine password:
®

®

Enter the password and click on OK.
Please note that the examples provided here are for the purposes of illustration only. The precise details
displayed in these fields on your particular machine will vary significantly to the examples shown here.
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If appropriate, manually enter your SQL User Name, and SQL Password in the appropriate fields:

To save your changes, click on the Apply button.
Click on the Log In button in order to test these settings:
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A dialog box may appear, advising that Power
Dialer is unregistered:
This is perfectly normal. Click on the OK button to
proceed.

If no error message appears and the Log In button becomes ‘greyed-out’ and unavailable, it indicates that you
have successfully logged-in with a properly validated activation key.

If not, check the information listed in the Application Log and refer to the section entitled ‘Verifying a properly
configured installation’.
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(If the fourth tab is labeled Call Logging and not Application Log – please refer to the section entitled
‘Toggling between Event Logs’.)
If, however, the following dialog box appears, advising that the GoldMine Login was unsuccessful:
®

Click on the OK button, then re-check that the correct Goldmine User Name and Goldmine Password (and
also, if applicable, the correct SQL User Name and SQL Password) have been properly entered in the
appropriate areas indicated below:
®

®

Where (for security purposes) characters are represented by asterisks, delete the existing entry and, ensuring the
Caps Lock button on your keyboard is OFF, re-enter your GoldMine Password and SQL Password to ensure
they are perfectly correct.
®

1. You must then click on the Apply button.
2. Then click on the Log In button once again.
Once a successful log-in has been achieved the LogIn button will become ‘greyed-out’ and inaccessible as
follows.
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Activating Power Dialer for GoldMine

®

This section can be disregarded if you have previously and successfully installed Power Dialer using the Quick Start
Wizard. (The Quick Start Wizard runs automatically the very first time you start the application, and asks a series of
questions such as the product serial numbers, the date format, and your user password etc.) The wizard will have

completed much of the fundamental configuration of the program. However, if, when the program was
first run, you chose NOT to follow the Quick Start Wizard, proceed as follows:
The Power Dialer For GoldMine serial number and activation key should be input when the application is run for
the first time. Otherwise, the application will run with only limited functionality. In this case; you will observe an
advisory window informing you that a valid activation key is required:
®

To obtain your activation key which will enable the full functionality of the application, please contact Papillon
Technology 01992 560487 (+44 1992 560487) from the US on +1 (408) 960 1032 or by email to
support@papillontechnology.com) with the following information:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The GoldMine serial number.
The Power Dialer For GoldMine serial number.
The email address of the System Administrator.
The name of the proposed registered user.
®

®

(Please note - this activation key will only function with the specific licensed copy of GoldMine for which it was
purchased.)
®

Once you have obtained your activation key from Papillon Technology, proceed as follows:
Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

From the context menu select Setup TL / PD for
GoldMine® or Setup Power Dialer.

continued . . .
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From the resulting Setup window select the Licensing tab:
In the Power Dialer Serial Number field, enter the serial number as provided by Papillon Technology.

In the Power Dialer Activation Key section, enter the activation key as provided by Papillon Technology.

Once you have completed the required details in the appropriate fields –
Click on the Apply button, and then click on the Done button to complete the process.
Earlier GoldMine versions
The Licensing tab shows only elements which are applicable to users of GoldMine 7, 8, 9, 2013 and 2014.
Users of older versions of GoldMine 6.x or earlier will observe additional licensing fields on the above tab such as the SQL Direct
Access Activation Key and dBase Fast Lookup Activation Key.
®

®

®
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Dialing method integration
This section can be disregarded if you have previously and successfully installed Power Dialer using the Quick Start
Wizard. (The Quick Start Wizard runs automatically the very first time you start the application, and asks a series of
questions such as the product serial numbers, the date format, and your user password etc.) The wizard will have

completed much of the fundamental configuration of the program. However, if, when the program was
first run, you chose NOT to follow the Quick Start Wizard, proceed as follows:
In order to properly integrate the DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) between Power Dialer and GoldMine and to
modify the dialing method which GoldMine employs to point to Power Dialer, proceed as follows:
®

®

Ensure that GoldMine is running and that you are logged-in under the appropriate Username.
Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:
®

Select Setup TL / PD for GoldMine .
®

This will summon the following Setup window, from which you should select the Calls Out tab:

Click on the Username.ini button.
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The following window will be displayed:

To activate the link to Power Dialer for GoldMine - click on the OK button.
®

The active window will revert to the original Setup dialog box:

Click on the Done button.
(It is not necessary to click on the Apply button.)
Finally, EXIT & RESTART GoldMine in order to apply the changes.
®
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Verifying a properly configured installation
If Power Dialer For GoldMine has been properly installed and configured to correctly integrate with:
your chosen TAPI Service Provider’s driver software you will observe the text which identifies and
acknowledges the devices present in your system in the Application Log, as indicated in the examples below:
®

In addition, if Power Dialer has been properly installed and configured to correctly integrate with:
your GoldMine software you will observe the text “Log into GoldMine Successful” in the Application Log:
®

®

(If the fourth tab is labeled Call Logging and not Application Log – please refer to the section entitled
‘Toggling between Event Logs’.)
If you are unable to achieve a successfully validated installation - refer initially to the ‘FAQs’ section and
subsequently if necessary to the section entitled ‘Contacting Technical Support’.
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Uninstalling Power Dialer
BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH UNINSTALLATION YOU MUST REMOVE THE ASSOCIATION
BETWEEN POWER DIALER AND GOLDMINE AS DETAILED BELOW ®

Proceed as follows:
Firstly, ensure that GoldMine is running (in the background).
®

Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

Select Setup TL / PD for GoldMine .
(or Setup Power Dialer for GoldMine )
®

®

From the Setup dialog box - select: the Calls Out tab.

Click on the UnUserName button.
continued . . .
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If the following window appears then you have omitted to start GoldMine as previously advised:
®

If this is the case, click OK, then start GoldMine and log in as usual Then click on the UnserName.ini button
once again.
®

If, however, you are properly logged into GoldMine the following window will be displayed:
®

Click on the OK button.
Exit and restart GoldMine to allow the changes to take effect.
®

Then click on the Done button
(It is not necessary to click on the Apply button.)
continued . . .
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Next –
Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray:

From the context menu select Exit TL / PD for
GoldMine .
(or Exit Power Dialer for GoldMine )
®

®

Finally –
Go to windows Control Panel, select Programs & Features and then select Power Dialer/Tapi Link for
GoldMine®
Alternatively, in earlier operating systems –
Go to windows Control Panel, select Add/Remove Programs and then select Power Dialer/Tapi Link for
GoldMine®.
Click on Remove or Uninstall to complete the de-installation of the software.

Troubleshooting Note:
If you have already attempted to uninstall Power Dialer solely by means of Add/Remove Programs or
Programs & Features/Uninstall without observing the preceding instructions - you will need to reinstall Power
Dialer once again. Having done so, you should then follow all of the steps from the very beginning of this
section.
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Contacting Technical Support
In the first instance you are strongly urged to consult the contents of this user guide for assistance should you
experience any difficulties with this product. Additional help can be sought in the FAQ’s (Frequently Asked
Questions) section earlier in this guide, and in the form of ‘Tool Tips’ which provide context-sensitive help.
(This form of ‘fly-by-help’ can be summoned by hovering your mouse pointer over the appropriate item or object
in question within the framework of the Power Dialer dialog boxes.)
The latest versions of this guide are available at the following location:
http://www.papillontechnology.co.uk/download.htm
However, if you are unable to resolve a particular problem and subsequently find it necessary to contact Papillon
Technology for further assistance –
The swiftest resolution to any problem you may encounter with this product will be achieved if you ensure that
you have prepared a copy of the Power Dialer Application Log before contacting us.
This log records a brief history of system events relating to this product.
In order to produce an Application Log file to send to our technical support staff, proceed as follows:
1.

Right-click on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray.

From the context menu select Setup TL / PD for
GoldMine . (or Setup Power Dialer)
®

continued . . .
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Select the Application Log tab:

If the fourth tab is labeled Call Logging and not Application Log – refer to the section entitled ‘Toggling
between Event Logs’ in order to change the information that this tab presents BEFORE clicking on the Log
Dump button. In order to provide support we require an Application Log which details system events. (and
NOT a Calls Log which merely shows the telephone calls that have been made and received.)
2.

Click the Log Dump button.

3.

This will generate the following dialog box:

4.

Click on OK to complete the process.

The above dialog box confirms the creation and location of a text file which records the events listed in the
Application Log.
The file is named ‘GMTAPI.LOG’ and by default is located in the users Application Data or AppData directory.
PLEASE INCLUDE THIS FILE AS AN ATTACHMENT TO ANY EMAIL REQUEST FOR
ASSISTANCE.

continued . . .
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Requests for technical support from Papillon Technology relating to this product can be made via the following
means:
Via email to

support@papillontechnology.com

By telephone to

+44 (0)1992 560487 or from the US on +1 (408) 960 1032
(Ensure you are present at, or have immediate access to the relevant machine before
telephoning.)

Our web site:

http://www.papillontechnology.com

For further assistance, direct links either for email purposes or to our website are also available via the ‘About’
dialog box – which can be summoned by right-clicking on the Power Dialer icon in the system tray and selecting
About TL / PD for GoldMine .
®
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Legal Information
No liability for consequential damages. In no event shall Papillon Technology or its suppliers be liable for any indirect, consequential, special
or punitive damages whatsoever (including without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business
information, or any other pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of or inability to use this Papillon Technology product, even if Papillon
Technology has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Because some states/jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of
liability for consequential or incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to you.
Papillon Technology’s entire liability and your exclusive remedy shall not exceed the price paid for the software.
Windows , Windows 95 , Windows 98 , Windows ME , Windows NT , Windows 2000 , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 ,
Windows 8 , Windows 10 are registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S.A. and/or other countries.
The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners. The exampled names of
companies, products, people, characters and/or data mentioned herein are fictitious and are in no way intended to represent any real
individual, company, product or event, unless otherwise specifically stated.
®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

®

Due to our policy of constant improvement and development Papillon Technology reserve the right to alter specifications without prior notice.
E&OE
© 1997- 2017 Papillon Technology All rights reserved.
Any rights not expressly granted herein are reserved.
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